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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

Editel by

J. A. liammertei

THE NIMBLE "75's'DASH INTO ACTION.—At the fall of fcrnous "75's" dashed out of the holes in which they had for
Tafiure, the important fortress of the German second line in
months been hidden, and galloped furiously over the ground s)
recently torn by their hail of shells, crossing the trenches on bridges
Champagne, our ally's fie7d and heavy artillery prepared the way
for the onrush of the inf Intry in magnificent fashion. As the
cf fir trunks• For a while the " 75's " pounded away over t
Frenchmen swept over. th.; German trenches, batteries of the
heads of the i r infantry from unconcealed pocitiona.
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SERBIA'S DARK ST HOUR.--Map showing the relation of Serbia to her neighbouring States,
and the routes by which She looked for aid to reach her from the Allies by sea and land, meanwhile
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Germany and Austria were attacking her from the north and Bulgaria was invading her eastern 0,
frontier. The relative distances of the various Black Sea ports are indicated.

GREAT PROBLEMS SOLVED BY THE WAR
How Individual Britons arz Changing
Collectively with Changing Britain
By SIDNEY LOW. M.A.
In Nos. 27 and 28 of TEL WAR ILLUSTRATED appeared an important article by :IR. II. G.
entitled " II
the 11 - ar Change England ?" It was in the 'nature of a prophecy 01 the effect of the great
upheaval on our national temperament. :lir. Wells was hopeful of a rejuvenated Briton, tempered by the
hottest lire of Armageddon, freed of the alloy of irresponsibility' and selfish individualism, and imbued
solely with a sense of duty to his collective State. In the following article, specially written eight months
afterwards, Mr. Sidney Low also demonstrates how " out of evil comedy good," and proves the aCcurac•-e •
of Mr. T1-'ells' contentions. Readers of iii. Low' s contribution to True: \VAR ILLUSTRATED of September
25th CM The Passing of Island Britain .," which dealt with our political changes in relation to the Great.
Powers of Europe, will zoelcome, this new article by the distinguished authority on Imperial and Colonial
history, as a review of the striking changes in social and economic Britain brought about by the war.

HE war is an overwhelming misfortune. On that
point we are all agreed, and just now \ye are 1. ery
We have lost the first
painfully conscious of it.
splendid impulse with which we plunged into the struggle,
the sense of great deeds to be done, the feeling That as a
nation we were bound to embark upon the most glorious,
if also the most arduous, enterprise in which we had ever
been engaged, the rapture of patriotic exaltation with
which we prepared to risk our all in a. conflict for liberty
and right. -Nor are we buoyed up, as we have sometimes
been in the past, by a series of rapid and triumphant
successes, though our men fight with unequalled heroism,
The war has become for us a gloomy, terrible business,
dragging its wearisome length along, and offering but little
hope of that supreme and speed'y victors- winch might
compensate us for all the suffering and the wrong. -We
see nothing before us but a prolonged and exhausting
struggle, which we are determined to carry through till
success is achieved, but which offers us for the moment
little except the promise of further trials and greater
acrifi c es
Yet there is no cloud too black to have its lighter side.
This war, with all its miseries and evils, has given us some
compensations. It may be that they have been bought at
far too heavy a price. Yet Blest exist, and they are worth
noticing. The war is a great evil, butt it is not a wholly
unmixed evil. It has brought us some things which we
should not have obtained without it ; and it we look at
these in the right spirit they may go at least some way to
offset the - weighty load of misfortune that Prussian policy
and militarism have inflicted upon us and the world at large.
The Ideal. of Sacrifice
In the first place the war has brought home to all of us,
in a living and actual form, the great idea of sacrifice. We
had been living through our easy, prosperous years of peace
without very much thought of anything outside our own
restricted circles of interests and desires. Some of us were
religious, but our religion did not make excessive demands
upop. us. Some were patriotic, but our patriotism was
theoretical and rather shadowy. We went our unregarding
way, endeavouring, it we were conscientious persons, to
tlis\ harge our public and private obligations, but on the
whole mostly absorbed in our oven affairs, and bestowing
upon the needs of the community justoso much of intellectual
or spiritual effort as we could conveniently spare from our
business. our sports, our amusements, and our domestic
affections.
Then, of a sudden, the call came, and somewhat to our
astonishment we found that we were ready- to respond to
it. Nearly- all of us in our several ways have been willing,
and even eager, to make some sacrifice for that abstraction
we call England. Three million Britons, the youngest and
the best of us, have come forward freely to endure toil
and hardship, wounds, and death, for a cause which has
no vestige of personal egoism about it, It was almost
worth while to have the war in order to obtain this unparalleled demonstration of self-surrender and self-forgetful-

T

ness. In the years of peace the preachers and the moralists
were never tiring of uplifting their voices against selfishness, sloth, and luxury. They might have preached long,
and we should have continued to believe that they were
preaching in vain ; but the great test has been put upon 11,-;,
anti it is seen that, after all, the selfishness and the sloth
were but superficial integuments, sloughed off in a moment
to reveal the true and splendid manhood beneath. Dukes'
sons, tradesmen, artisans, day labourers, are \\ ()Being
side by side in the camps, and dying side by side in the
trenches. That was the spirit that was latent in our Briton
all through those comfortable years. It might have
remained latent till it had become the mere ghost of a
memory if the war had not called it into life and clothed
it with new meaning. Surely this is a great gain, that
goes some way to console -us for that long catalogue of
martordom which is bringing sorrow--a proud sorrow nut
unmixed with joy—into so many homes.
The Eelpse of Patty
Then, again, the war has—temporarily, at least—eliminated
flue party system from our politics. Party may be a
necessary element in a representative constitution like out
own, but for mans- years past we have all complained of
its obsessing tyrannies. We have lamented its increasing
bitterness, its perpetual encroachment upon sanity, moderation, and impartial judgment. We deplored these evils,
though we almost despaired of finding a means to correct
them. But now the war has come anti swept them, for a
time at least, into oblivion. The party system has fallen,
as it were. in a night. The politicians who were glaring
at one another across the ganew av of the House of Common,
arc now in intimate counsel tog-ether for the salvation of
the Empire.
We scarcely remember that butt a little while
see were all party men.
Which. of us can pauso t
consider w nether he is Liberal or Conservative, Protectionist or Free Trader, Home Ruler or Hnionist, Ratlitet
or Socialist I- We have almost got back- to that Utooitu
condition When none sea, for a party, and all -were tor the
State.'' Let but the State to :tared, and our parties ee
groups Mae take their chance. They inaj revive after *Ltd-,
war or they ma=: not. What does it matter
The main.
point is that we have only one party now. the party Or
Britain, and that is the thing that some of us had never
hoped we should live to see,
All far the l'?ationt
Further, the war has put- a salutary check upon our
exaggerated individualism. It had many good points,
that individualism of the Englishman which had grown
With our growth until it had become the creed of the nation
in, the nineteenth century. We believed in self-help,
competition, personal freedom, the " enlightened selfishness " of the old economists, which left each man to do the
best he could for himself. It was a fine thing ; but we were
carrying it too far, until it threatened to produce economic
chaos, and a war of classes moving rapidly towards revolution. Then the tocsin sounded ; and w- te resigned our5gl\-3

to such curtailments of individual action as might have
seemed almost, impossible without a century of struggle.
We have allowed the State to do all sorts of things in the
interests of the public welfare, such as we should have
angrily—and even desperately—resented before. It may
take over our factories, it may fix our hours and conditions
of labour, • it may levy toll upon our profits and perhaps
confiscate them altogether, it may prescribe the terms on
which we shall sell our labour and sell the products of them.
It has said to us in effect : " You do not belong to yourself
alone, or even to your family ; you belong to the community,
and such things as the community requires of you, those
you will perform." And perform them we do with scarcely
a sign of protest, except it may be for some transient labour
disturbances, that are rather a passing matnifestation of the
old ideas than a serious attack upon the new.
Benefits of State Control
Great problems,which we have discussed almost in despair
for years suddenly find their practical solution. Reformers
have asked that work shall be found for every willing worker
and a living wage provided for all. It seemed the ideal of a
future too remote to be seriously considered. But here,
under the stress of war, and of the state-socialism that war
produces, we have the problem very nearly solved. There
is work for all who will do it—useful, necessary, and honourable work. No one with a sound body and a, pair of hands
need be idle now, or need be compelled to work at starvation
pay. - The returns of pauperism for August last are
absolutely the lowest on record. There are fewer persons
now receiving charitable relief from the State than there
have been at any time since the present Poor Law system
came into being. The State is giving less alms because it
is giving more wages. When this war is over it will be
asked why the State cannot do for its citizens in peace what
it has been forced to do for them in war. Is it only under
the stress of an appalling external danger that we can tame
moasurcs to exorcise the spectre of industrial distress
if we can provide work and a living wage for all in war

time, shall we not be able to do the same thing- also in time
of peace ? Here is one lesson the war has taught us, and
it cannot be forgotten.
The Chance for Women
And the war has taught us another thing. It has gone
some way to solve the " Woman Question "—that question
which was so agitating and perturbing
us in time of peace.
Those who had insight were well enough aware that all the
extravagances of suffragettism and the like were in the Main
symptoms of economic and social maladjustment. Witimen
clamoured for the vote, not so much because they wanted
the vote, but because they saw in the vote a symbol of
economic independence and social equality. Now the war
has come, and the champions in that other war have found
worthier occupations. They have vindicated their status
as citizens by throwing themselves into the very van of the
patriotie movement, and employing_ their energy and their
talent fur the national cause — in the ambulances, in the
hospitals, in the relief of distress, in recruiting, in the
munition factories, in stimulating patriotic ardour on the
platform and in the Press.
File economic opportunities for women, opportunities
yl; hill were so strenuously claimed and so languidly granted,
are nit‘v accorded with an ungrudging hand. - WOmen have
enlisted in the industrial army as freely as men have
enlisted in that other Army of the camps and the billets.
There is work for nearly every woman who has the will and
the capaitity to do it; and work which, if still not always
adequately rewarded, is nevertheless no longer treated as
if it were that of an inferior and servile race. Women have
shown that they can do men's work in all sorts of occupations ; and they have established their claim to something
approaching the masculine scale of remuneration. So here,
also, is another lesson which the war has swiftly taught us,
though we were unable to learn it in the years of peace ;
and that, too, is a thing that will leave lasting effects, and
some results that will not wholly pass away when this
Period of tribulation and sacrifice has come to its close.

Military metamorphosis in record time. An interesting illustration of rapid equipment of recruits was provided at a recent recruiting
meeting held in Trafalgar Square. Three young men who wished to enlist were driven away in a taxi-cab to be attested and equipped.
Within half an hour they had returned to the Square dressed fully in khaki--accepted soldiers of the 2nd London Regimen*,. '

The British Assault on Hohenzollern Redoubt

Looking across the wide expanse of low land, there is no indication of battle other than the deadly gas cloud-bank rising
on the left and the two formidable shell explosions on the
right. The white ridges are the parapets of British trenches.
This is a typical battlefield, and one is inclined to ask
" Where are the soldiers ? " did not one already know that
this is a war of machines.

A moment later and the human element comes into play. Like so many ants, little figures dash across the plain. A last terrific bombardment heralds the charge. The British are out of their trenches and racing towards the Hohenzollern Redoubt. Fosse 8 can just be mad,
out behind the smoke cloud, to the right, where the redoubt is. Inset: Another view of bursting shells in this action.
e,ourifht.)

T7i1 War Illustrated, CIA NuvenA,5P, 1C15.
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Strong-hearted Serbs Fight Flood and Fever

Serbians firing from a captured barge, which has been adapted as a trench.
Above : Typhus-stricken Serbians waiting admission to a hospital at Nisi:.

Serbian officers outside their dug-out behind the trenches. The country around is inundated with water, the flood reaching almost to
the floor of the dug-out. On the right: Mountain battery in action on the Serbian front.

Serbiana drawing water from a well. The oxen drawing the primitive cart are knee-deep in water and mud. Considering the
mouintainous nature of parts of Serbia, and the flooded state of the lowlands, it is remarkable that the Serbian troops were so well supplied.

Page
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Sic lFai /1Ltstr.i.ty/, 617t Xoccinlicr, 1915.

On the Sick List and in the Heroes' Chronicle

Well-earned leave to recuperate. Column of sick men trudging wearily to a lighter
which will convey them to the hospital ship lying off Gallipoli. Though actually
unwounded, they have suffered from the terrible hardship of the campaign'

Courageous French soldier crawling out of the trench to rescue a wounded comrade
who had failsn some paces away in a recent charge,

French infantryman carrying a wounded com
rade from the field to the ambulance.
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The War Illustrated, 6th November, 1915.

Allied Succour for Sore-Pressed Serbia

The familiar pith helmet in neutral territory. British troops disembarking at
Salonika. Inset : After many vicissitudes and much discomfort the war-horse comes
to terra firma again in Greece.

British troops, resting by the wayside, watching their French comrades marching past. As in France, Gallipoli, and the Cameroon, so
are the two great Allies, shoulder to shoulder in anc'ent Greece, further consolidating the most glorious as well as the most necessary
alliance in the history of the world.

Tommy adapts himself to Greek lager, while another
is enjoying the luxury of having his boots cleaned.

Trollies of French 9.2 in. shells, which were being despatched to our ally's
batteries somewhere in the Balkans.

France & Britain Join Hands in the Balkan Field

French soldiers watering their horses at an ancient Turkish fountain near the
scene of their landing. On the left are seen two British soldiers heavily equipped
on their way to the camp after their arrival at Salonika.

Large body of French troops marching along the coast road from Salonika port. A rather limited orchestra of Greek musicians is giving
the friendly neutrals a welcome note. Other Greek civilians contemplate the expedition with interest, while a bullock waggon and tha
almost equally primitive pair-horsed carriage are halting until the troops have passed.

The War Iliqstratcd, €t1 Nez.enzb(r,
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1915.

With our Ally where the Hun has 'Shot his

Boil'

Wreck of a military train conveying munitions to one of the Russian bases on the Polish front. Such delays, whether through
accident or enemy design, constitute a serious loss to our ally. A group of Polish civilians contemplate the damage.

NOTWITHSTANDING the fact that early winter and the
heroic resistance of the Rus-inns have comparatively
arrested the German onslaught in the cast, the three great
Teuton leaders, Hindenburg, Prince Leopold, and Linsingen,
have been striving hard to secure advantageous new positions
for the coming bad season. The attacks on Riga have cost
the Germans innumerable casualties and prisoner losses, ten
thousand captives being quite a common success for our
Russian ally.
The German artillery in the region before Riga has been
at great disadvantage owing to the swamps and forests,
but the enemy has made considerable efforts to take this
city, which is the chief Russian port on the Baltic.
The exclusive photographs on this page show various
incidents of daily occurrence along the eastern front.

The above picturesque impression illustrates a Cossack outpost resting on the outskirts of a wood. Inset : Special type of Russian
armoured train which, as an offensive weapon, has been very largely used in the eastern theatre.

Scenes within the Lines of the Fighting Slays

Russian troops at Grodlisk Station, awaiting the train which will convey them
rapidly to another part of the Front.

Rail track rapidly constructed on the Eastern front. The bridge, supported by a
rectangular pile of sleepers, is doubtless strong enough for its ephemeral purpose.

Russian officer viewing the enemy lines through
a double periscope,

Curious type of Russian mill, on fire, the work of
Germans in their advance.

Reserva Slav troops reposing near the battle area in readiness to relieve their
comrades, fighting the Huns in the Riga region.

How an Irish Guards Chaplain Died on the Field

The Rev. John Gwynn, chaplain to the Irish Guards, was fatally
wounded during the terrible fighting round Hill 70 in October. He
was known among the Irish Guardsmen as ".the brave little priest."
Though himself wounded, Father Gwynn- insisted on giving the
Last Sacrament to dying soldiers, under heavy shell and rifle fire.

The fighting was terrible, and thousands of British and enemy
soldiers had fallen. Just before he fell, Father Gwynn was seen
kneeling by the side of a dying German. Shrapnel shells exploded
within-a few yards of the hero priest, but they did not stop Father
Gwynn from doing,his duty, even to a dying German.

Unnamed Hero-Officer's Great Bombing Exploit

Though our artillery had wrought frightful havoc on the Hohenzollern Redoubt there stili remained intact many well-placed enemy
machine-guns which continued to fire on our advancing infantry
with deadly effect, especially from positions known as. Mad Point
and Pithead No. 8. After the infantry had stormed intd the

Redoubt an interminable bomb attack ensued to break through to
the German first line proper. A story is related of an officer who
barricaded himself in a communication trench and threw grenades
for hours;-his-men passing' the Missiles to him as fast as he Could
aim. He continued his heroic work until relieved.

RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR
V.—The Gordon Highlanders
ARLY one
Thiirsday
morning in
October, 1914, the
men on the watch in
our trenches near
Gheluyelt gave the
alarm, and quickly
the sleeping soldiers
awoke, clutched
their rifles, and staggered to their feet.
Large
bodies of German soldiers could just be seen nearing
our lines, and in a minute with a rush
they were on them. Hand-to-hand fighting began. Fresh masses of the enemy
came on, wave after Wa.ye, and ,after a
time our 1st Division, the tried men of
Mons and the Marne, were driven from
their trenches.
Still they fought on in the open, falling
back slowly, and in a little while those who
had time to turn their heads could see,
de by side with the Grenadiers and other
battalions from the 7th Division, the
Lilted figures of tile Gordons hurrying to
their relief. Their colonel halted them
;Ind turned them towards a hill below
which runs the road from Gheluvelt to
Lille. Then he ordered them to advance
and drive the enemy from the -trenches he
had captured thereon.

E

There are bullets by the hundred blue
in the air,
on the hillThere are loony lads
side bare ;
But the Cordons 7w au what the Caideiis
da re
When they hear the -pipers playing."
HENRY :NE:A- BOLT.
line at a very critical moment. -Linertunateh- this heroic subaltern was killed
later in the day, when the Gordons lost
several other officers, including Captain
Gordon-Duff. Their colonel, Lieut.Colonel H. P. Bniacke, C.B., was Wounded
in one of the charges.

"Their Stern Valour" at Kruiseik
No one Will be surprised at finding the
Cordons in the thick of the Great War.
The surprise would be if they w'ere not
there. This famous regiment was first
raised in r788, when Colonel Robert
..Abercromby gathered a body of young
Highlanders together. In 1790 they were
sent to lndia, where they remained until
after iSo4, showing great gallantry at
the Siege of Seringapatam. Soon they
because the 75th Regiment of the Line.
and, later, the 1st Battalion of the Gordon
Highlanders.
In 1704, when the war with France was
in full swing, the Duke of Gordon raised
The Gordons' Dashing Charges
a regiment of Highlanders from among
Fearlessly the Cordons went forward as his tenants in Aberdeenshire. in his
they had done at Dargai on another honour they were called the Gordon HighOctober day seventeen years before, but landers, and became, later, the and
this time they were " up against," not Battalion of that Regiment. They are
ayagery alone, but savagery and science also known as the grand of the Line.
The Gordons were in Holland in 3- 790.
.combined. Yet, in spite of all, they
reached the summit of the ridge and did and distinguished themselves in Egypt
in 1801. They fought under Sir John
their share in driving the Germans off.
This was not, of course, done in a Moore at Corunna, and under Wellington
moment, and more than once it seemed at Vittoria and in the Pyrenees, where,
as if the Gordons would fail. Bat they says Napier,. "their stern valour would
(lid not. Early in the afternoon the have graced Thermopylx." At Quatre
Germans began to give Way, and before Bras the 92nd in a wild charge drove the
night the hill of Kruiseik was in our French from their positions, and at
possession. In the records of the Gordons. 'Waterloo, when their numbers had been
Kruiseik—October 20th. I OT4—will rank reduced to about three hundred, they
with Dargai—October 20th, 1897. At routed a solid column of French infantry
Rruiseik Lieutenant I. A. 0. Brooke won and captured 2,000 prisoners. It was on
the Victoria Cross for leading two attacks this occasion that the Gordons seized the
on the lost trenches, one of which Was stirrups of the Scots Greys, and shouting
regained by him and his men, and by " Scotland for ever ! " ran, with the
preventing the enemy from breaking our cavalry towards the foe.

The Cordons helped to quell the Indian
Mutiny. Under a burning, sun they
fought for three months on the ridge at
Delhi, and then they carried by assault
the bastion by the Kashmir Gate. They
marched With Roberts from Kabul -Co
Kandahar ; they led the way across the
Egyptian trenches at Tel-el-Kebir, and
in the Chitral Campaign they helped to
storm the Malakand Pass. They won
fresh glories at Dargai, and then came
South Africa, where the and Battalion
was among the deimders of Ladysmith,
and the 1st faced a hurricane of fire at
Magersiontein, and under Smith-Dorrien
was to the fore at Paardeberg.
Just after the outbreak of the Great
War the ist Battalion of the Gordons
left Plymouth for the front, and the men
had only been a few days in France when
they met with a serious misfortune. They
were in the 3rd Division, the one under
General Hubert Hamilton, and on Sunday,
August 23rd, they were stationed close to
the town of Mons. They fell back, stood
and fought at Le Gateau, then fell back
again, and on the night of the 26th met
With disaster.
The 1st Gordons Surrounded
In the darkness the Gordons became
separated from the rest of their brigade—
the Sth—and took a wrong turning.
Through the night they marched unawares, until, about two o'clock in the
morning, when they were going down a
narrow lane, shots Were suddenly fired at
them. At first it was thought that a
French detachment had mistaken them
for the enemy, and Lieut-Colonel \V. E.
Gordon, V.C.—one of the six Gordons
who won the Victoria Cross during the
Boer War—rode into a field to explain.
He called out " Les Anglais !
Les
Anglais !."--and then, as he returned to
his men, they were fired on from all sides.
The Germans had surrounded' them.
The Gordons returned the fire, but in
a few minutes all seas over. Many were
killed and more wounded, and the rest
had no choice but surrender. Thus this
fine battalion Was destroyed as a fighting
force. Eighteen officers were taken
prisoners, these including two lieutenantcolonels, F. H: Neish and W. E. Gordon,
and two Rugby Internationals, C. M.
Usher and R. D. Robertson.

One of the few remaining sights of martial pagentry. March past of the 1st Batt. Cordon Highlanders with their Colours,

Gallant Leaders of the Gordons at the Aisne

OFFICERS OF 1st BATT. GORDON HIGHLANDERS.—Back
J. K. Trotter, Lieut. H. M. Sprot, Lieut.
row, left to right :
G. T. Burney, Lieut. W. A. F. Sandeman, Lieut. G. R. V. HumeGore, Lieut. the Hon. A. A. Fraser (Master of Saltoun), Lieut.
A. S. B. Graham. Centre row, left to right : Capt. J. K. DickCunyngham, D.S.O., Major C. J. Simpson, Capt. G. N. McLean,

Capt. C. G. D. Huggins, Capt. H. A. Ross, Capt. C. R. Lumsden,
Capt. S. R. McClintock. Front row, left to right : Capt. L. GordonDuff, Capt. J. U. M. Ingilby, Capt. C. A. S. Maitland, Lieut.-Col.
F. H. Neish, Col. the Hon. F. Gordon, D.S.O., Lieut.-Col. H. P.
Uniacke, Capt. P. W. Brown. Capt. Gordon-Duff and Lieut-Col.
Uniacke have both fallen in action.

A little later the battalion had been incident deserves to be mentioned in the
reconstituted, and it fought in the Battle annals of the Cordons if only for the
of the Aisne. With the rest of the 8th heroism displayed by Private R. Hyslop.
Brigade it crossed the river near Vaillv, It was necessary to send a most urgent
and after one 'attempt had failed, drove message to another part of the field, and
the Germans :from some - high ground
above it.
The 2nd Gordons at Ypres
Meanwhile, the 2nd Battalion of the
Cordons had returned to Emland front
' it left
Cairo, and early in October
Southampton for 'Zeebrugge as part of
famous
7111
Henry
Raw
lin,;()n's
Sir
1>i vision. Too late to save Antwerp,
marched throw0) 1;nkinon and :bent
the r5th had joined up with the rest of
Sir John French's army mar Ypres.
The 2nd Gordons had plenty to do
(luring the first lattle of Ypres, which
began about the time of their arrival
there. They marched out towards -Merin,
and then fell back to the cross-roads at
Gheluvelt, about half-way between that
place and Ypres. There they held their
ground during some days of very fierce
fighting, especially the 23rd, when
Drummer Kenny won his Victoria Gross,
and the 25th, when their brigade w'a's
violently attacked. On the 29th they
came to the assistance of the rst Division,
and stormed Kruiseik }till. By this
time the 7th Division had been reduced
from 12,000 officers and men to forty-four
onicers and 2.330 men, so Sir john French
gave it a well-earned rest. It seems to
have been at this time that the two
battalions of the Gordons—the 1st in
the 2nd Division. and the 2nd in the
7th Division—both reduced to skeletons,
were united temporarily in one battalion.
On December "ill the Gordons were
chosen to assist the French by attacking
a wooded hill near Kemmel. Although
great gallantry was shown, the assault on.
Private of the Gordon Highlanders in
the German position failed, but the
review order.

after no less than six men, had been killed
in fixing to ,get through with it, Hyslop
went out and succeeded. For his act he
was awarded the Distinguished Conduct
Medal. Four other Cordons—Sergeants
J. A. McLeod and J. McKenna, LanceCorporal J. W. Raynor, and Private
A. Smith—rec, ived the same honour for
gaUantry in
i-.ing the wounded on
that day.
Highlanders at Neuve Chapelle
110\V
lo the Battle of
Vie
Yen -: Chap( lie. rehire thc., 7th Division,
leiltslied anal Iewtored, va- in die thick of
the fight. Around the lirtle tillage of
'Metre the t;etneln: had a specially strong'
position, and the assault on this
entru,t,A to the 20th Brigade, in -which
were the 2nd. and also tile oth. Gordons,
a TerritoriA battalion.
They took position after position. to
proper artillery support tins wanting,
and complete success was not attained.
On thii day the battalions suffered terribly.
The oth Battalion in attacking the Germdu
trenches had their commander, Lieut.Colonel Cohn Maclean, and at least four
other officers killed,and the 2nd Battalion,
which came up to support them, lost
Lieut.-Colonel l'uiacke, who had returned to the lighting-line in. January,
and one or two others.
The Cordons', fought us the Battle of
restubert . on May twill, when they
reached the German trenches, and they
.were heavily engaged near Rue d'Ouvert
a month later. Ori all occasions they
have responded nobly to the mil of duty,
and have shown themselves worthy of the
name they bear and of their dfstinguishcd
Colonel-in-Chief, Sir Ian Hamilton.
A. \V. HOLLAN D

Patrol of Uhlans riding through the wooded country of Northern France, and (right) a
company of Prussian Lancers dismounted in a village in the North of France. Patrols of
Gorman Lancers are not so much in evidence as in the early stages of the war, when they

were notorious for their brutality to non—combatants. Since operations have been practically
confined to artillery and trench warfare, the cavalry on both sides have been called upon to
fight as infantry, and have adapted themselves to their new role with surprising skill and alacrity.

German cavalry outpost on the western front resting in a stable while awaiting orders to
start on a scouting expedition. Right : German Lancer, who had lost his way amid the

deserted, shell—wrecked streets of a Polish town, inquiring the direction from some Jewish
boys, the only inhabitants remaining in the town on the arrival of the German invaders.

The 11',17. 111,Istrated, 6th Norember, 1915.
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Civilians Caught in the Whirlpool of War

rlt
French woman, who refused to leave what remains of her home at Soissons, emerging
from the cellar. Inset : Two aged French workmen who were compelled to beg for
bread from German soldiery in occupation of their village.

Polish women doing manual work for the Germans on the eastern front, while
some enemy officers look on complacently enough.

French women and children who, according to the humanitarian Hun, are supplied
with food by the German authorities daily from a military canteen waggon.

Two aged French peasants who elect t6 remain in the
environment of their ruined homestead at Hu iron.

"Thirteen Thousand Men !"
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE
T is difficult to deal with the situation
in the Balkans to-day with calmness
or moderation. I am writing this
article a few hours after the discussion
in the Upper House on Serbia, when Lord
Lansdowne lifted to a slight degree the
veil that has shrouded events there.
Lord Lansdowne, speaking for the
Government, told of the desperate position
of our ally. It was highly improbable,
lie told the House, that Serbia would be
able to resist for any great length of
time the attack of tile Austro-German
forces. But one admission made subsequently exceeded evervthing else in
importance. In reply to a question,
Lord Lansdowne said that the strength
of our Expeditionary force in the
Balkans WaS thirteen thousand men.
Our Balkan Policy of Drift
This is a surprising fact, that cannot
fail to cause anxiety throughout the
country. Most of us, when attempting
to calculate on the future. for Serbia,
anticipated certain things. We hoped
that the military dangers had been foreseen, that adequate forces had been
drafted into the country, that the land
had been adequately prepared, and that
the weakened Serbians—weakened by
many campaigns and by epidemics—had
ample western troops behind them. Had
this indeed been so, a resistance could
have been offered in the Serbian. mountains against which Austria, Germany,
Bulgaria, and Turkey might well for
months have flung themselves in vain.
It is clear now, that nothing of the kind
has been done. Our Expeditionary force
was hastily gathered together at the last
moment. Its equipment is excellent, its
personnel is splendid,-but its numbers are
so pitifully small that when one heard
of them it was hard to believe the whole
thing was not a dream. Thirteen thousand
men Greece alone has ism000 men
concentrated around Salonica, where, we
have landed. Little wonder that one
Serbian officer, passing through Faris,
said : " We are very grateful to the
French nation for the aid they are giving
"is, and see have the same feeling for the
great English nation, who. see are sure,
Will not abandon us. But I cannot
conceal from you how surprised we are
at the delay in the despatch of British
contingents, the more so that we know
the enormous effect it will have on the
Bulgarians. We are convinced that this
aid will not be stinted us, but to be effective
it must be immediate."
Greek King's Second Betrayal
It is apparent that our Government
depended upon Greece carrying out her
treaty obligations, and so ensuring the
immediate defence of Serbia should
Bulgaria declare war. They had already
one example of how Greece keeps faith.
When the Dardanelles Expedition was
planned; the Greek Premier promised us
effective military co-operation.
King
Constantine stepped in at the last moment
and overthrew his Premier. The
disastrous record of the Dardanelles has
been the result. How', after this experience, reliance could again be placed
upon Greece passes the imagination of
the common business man. There is an
old saying, " If my neighbour cheats me
once, it is his fault. If he cheats rm., a
second time, it is my fault "
The military situation in Serbia at the

I

moment of writing can be quickly summed
up. The enemy arc attempting a move
on all sides. The Austro-German armies
are pushing on in great force along a very
extensive northern front. They are also
advancing through the mountain positions
to the west from Bosnia.
While they have been keeping the main
Serbian armies engaged, Bulgarian forces
have struck rapidly in the rear, moving
upwards over the River Timok, to effect
a junction with the German armies in
the north and west, to cut off the Serbians
through the great plain of Kossovo, and
to get in touch with the Austrians moving
through Novi Bazar. The lines of communication of the Serbian Army have
been cut to the south. The late of Nish,
the capital, is not known. Let the
enemy's campaign succeed, and the
Serbians will be isolated, separated from
Rumania to the east, from Montenegro

Gen. Sir CHARLES C. MONRO, K.C.B.,
who arrived at the Dardanelles on October
2Cl.,
succession to Gen. Sir fan
Hamilton, in command of the British
Mediterranean Expeditionary Force.

to the west, and from the allied armie:7
to the south. It Will be impossible to
send ammunition or supplies to them, am
eVen their great bravery wilt avail them.
little.
IF Serbia is to be saved, it can only be
saved by immediate adequate action on
the part of- the Allies. What is this
action to be
I see that some publicists here are
advocating, that We should threaten
Greece that see will make sear on her
should she not come immediately to our
aid. It is even rumoured in some quarters
that the Entente Powers have already
made representations to that effect. Such
talk is mere midsummer madness, and I
cannot believe that the Powers could be
guilty of such folly. It is of no use
threatening, unless you can enforce yoUr
threats with a strong arm and a big
stick.
We might, it is true, bombard the
Greek cities, but the Greek Army could
OVerWiletra our Expedition. It must not
be forgotten that the Greek Army is one
of the most ably officered and led of any

of the Balkan nations. Its lenders shce.yed
in the campaigns against Bulgaria strategy
of the highest order. Our aim for the
moment must be to keep Greece from
turning against us. Once see have landed
adequate forces in the Balkans,'and shown
that We mean real business there, the
probability is Greece, will join us, unless
our men policy or file position heroic:
then had previously male her declare
herself on the other side.
What do I mean by adequate forces ?
Greece herself has given the answer. An
allied army of three hundred thousand
men. I cannot say that, from the Greek
point of view, the figure is unreasonable.
Will it be another Antwerp ?
What then is to be our next step ? The
Dardanelles campaign for the moment
sinks into insignificance compared- with
this new field. Events have made it
evident that see must strike at Constantinople in a new direction, through
Bulgaria. It may be—it probably is-too late now for us to save the gallant
Serbians in the north. It is to our cheep
disgrace that this should be. The immediate urgent need is for the strengthening of our Expeditionary force, possibly
even by the Withdrawal of troops from the
Dardanelles for that purpose. A small
army, numbered by the tee thousand,
landed in the Balkans is no more than all
invitation to the enemy to Comae and takr
it. The Government has promised that
the reinforcements• shall be sent.- It - is
a question if they will arrive in lime.
We are in clanger of repeating on a
bigger scale, and amid more disastrouF.
surroundings, the blunder of Antwerp.
It heavy British and French reinforce.
ments arrive in time, and if they co-operate
with considerable Russian -forces that
will land on the Bulgarian- coast, the
obvious policy will be—should there be.
no hope of saving Northern Serbia—
to advance. on Constantinople be- the
Ghatalja lines. This would be a militemy
operation of great magnitude and of some
peril. But we have reached a stage in
the Balkans where we must take great
risks or abandon our entire position.
New Measures for New Dangers
The whole of the recent Balkan trouble
has emphasised the vital need of centralised control of our entire military,
naval, and diplomatic, operations. Out
machinery of State requires overhauling,
difficult as such an operation is in time
of war. There is a lack of co-ordination
between different parts of the Government that is doing us real harm. I
cannot believe, for instance, that had our
military authorities been kept fully informed of the Balkan dangers they would
not have made more adequate preparations. What is wanted is some central
body which, keeping itself thoroughly
info-rreed of all sides of affairs, decides
what is to be done, and has it done.
We need a small Council of the Nation,
or rather of the Empire. How is it to be
chosen ? I would suggest that it consists
of the Premier, the Foreign Secretary of
State, the Secretaries of War and of the
Admiralty, and the Premiers of our four
self-governing Dominions,
A revolutionary proposal 1 I hear someone say. Do you imagine, my dear sir,
that we are going to win tins sear by
keeping to the obsolett: and grand•
motherly ways of the last generaticm.

1 rar Illuftrated, 6th Norciiilicr, 1L'15.
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Plight of British War Prisoners in Germany

Wounded British and Canadian prisoners of war at the Ohrdorf Internment
Camp, Germany. Some of them are wearing German caps.

More British captives pose for their photographs in
the Gressen grounds. They are also wearing the
regulation prison-hospital dress.

Two wounded Scottish soldiers as they appear in
their hospital dress at Gressen Camp.

Group of British, French, and Belgian prisoners cooking a meal. The
general impoverished and distressed appearance of all the captives seen in
these exclusive photographs is alas only too apparent.

The Belated Baltic Blockade
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
T is humiliating to think that, with all
the immense naval preponderance
of the Allies over the Germanic
Towers and their satellite-, we ha \ g not
vet succeeded in achieving the complete
irloakadii of these Central Pow C'r. \ Vit'd
thi, advant iges of our geographical position
to task could have been easier, and no
-task could have been more on:oi i Ulla tell"
handled at the start.
The American case, which has been
bought oft by constant sops, sapping the
vork or, the Grand Fleet, rcii,s on the
allegation that the blockade is only
effective against America, and is not
It was
effective against Scandinavia.
obvious to those who studied the war problem during 1.:giace that this difficulty could
only be provided for in advance by sending
(hiring the period oi' crisis prior to isi, ar
a reinforcement to the Russian Baltic
Peet of surface vessels and submiti-ine:,
or of submarines alone.

I

A Grievous Oversight
Owing to the foolish and wicked policy —
'which had been adopted from motive's of
economy—oil regarding the l'a- itish Na \ -k"
a 5 ',Simply, to use official words, `for the
defence of this island, - the War crisis
threw a sudden unrei-dised, and tremend°LIS strain on the surnicc vessels for the
defence of rionimercc and transpiirts.
This rendered it out of the questiziii
for 11S to assist our ally in the Baltic by
surface yeSSels.
1' here w`::13 then the
greater need for nuraerous submarine
flotillas in the Baltic, not only for the
purpose of establishing a blockade, but for
the very military object of attacking
German warships should they endeavour to
raise the blockade or to make use of their

-ii
cc superiority. If this opportunity
was lost, it is impossilile to say that it
was gone for ever, in view 01 the splendid
achievements of _Lawrence and Horton.
It is. however, true to say that it was
✓ery Stile tl llcuted. and We ought to
havii six times aS nl<auy submarines there.
The reason why the opportunity once lost
was limited for ever afterwards lies in
the plainest considerations. which did not
require a war to make obvious. They
lie in the dill:cultic, of passages controlled liv neutrals, the nUnefiel Is and
patrols which can be established beyond
the entrances, and the unfavourably
shallow channels which give no magnificent opportunities for submergence, as is
the case with the Dardanelles.
EVery seaman is acquainted with the
tact that no ship dra-wing more than
twenty-three feet of \`."1-(„er can go through
the Sound. This is the eastern and the
shortest and most direct route, and at the
soni helm end it is di\ idecl. into Inv° by the
island of Hai Lholni, Where Et3 grounded on
August irit11. The centre passage. called
the Great Belt, requires careful navigation
to obtain the advantage of thirty-six feet
of depth in the navigable channel.
Fatal Loss of Minutes
The same depth can lie 01 tawned in the
western passi_ti;e, called the Little Belt,
but the navigiition is so dinicult as to lie
out of the question for a submarine evading detection. I think I have now made
plain the advantage if we had passed Onethird of our submarines into the Baltic
during the crisis prior to war. On July ad th,
inai. Austria-Hungary declar_id war. On
jolt 3oth the German Fleet itself passed
ilirCiugh the Great Belt on its way from

:Norway to Kiel, the original intilintioa,
1.-,;2Q11 to send
with l'iritain neutral, ha
it by thei north to strike an unexpected
blow on France.
From the time wilien the bellicose
Austrian 'Note wag despatched, on Tidy
23rd, to the outbreak of war, was a period
of nearly a fortnight, and, of course, we
shall he told that only after the war
will it be expedient to inquire as to why'
not one single submarine was sent to the
Baltic, where all the surface targets were
likely to be found. The immense surface
preponderance of the Allies outside the
Baltic made it certain that the enemy
surface vessels would scarcely give our
great submarine force a chance.
The Only Reply to U.S.A.
In view- of the limited number of our
submarines in the Baltic, their achievements are of an almost epic character.
i\l'y concern just now is not with then
interference with the movements
German war vessels and transpcirts, or
with the raid and landing-party which
they have made possible for the .kus'sians
near the (intraceio ilia Gult of Iii u It
is with that aspect of the American Sots.
which is now on its way to England that
blockirtfle is not in accordittl:
the
with International law, because it is
ineilacti \-0 a ga inst sycnclon, oa r
must be that the proportion of .Britisli and
Russian submarines is sutiarent to }maintain a continuous and serious hindrincei
Stich COMM(TC,2, that a proportionately
large number of German steamers hays
been sunk, that Swedish vessels have been
taken into Russian ports for inyestig.ittion
be the Priiie Courts, and that our ally is of
opinion that it is cii'irrying out an eneetivi!
blockade, and is prepared to argue the
One thing- the British public is rcsolved on, and that is that the policy
of continual sops to neutrals should conic
to an end. For months and months we
allowed our enemy to be supplied wirli
cotton simply and solely because it was an
American product.

One of the chief difficulties of the Dardanelles Expedition was the absence of suitable
landing places, most of the work of disembarkation being carried out with the aid of
lighters. At least one harbour, however, has been made, and is known as the Lancashire
Landing. A creditable jetty was constructed, and continued some distance out into the
Strait by half-sunken ships. British destroyers are seen within its calm waters.

Sea Power in Manacles
We have only recently made it contraband. Our Foreign Office has suggested
that we should supersede the British
Prize Courts by au International 'Prize
Court. Vu'e established a blockade of which
we boasted that there were none of the
penalties of a blockade -Which have
existed from time immemorial in the
confiscation of ships and cargo. 'What
deterrent could there be for a blockaderunner in a System of which he could rat
" It is a case of heads I win, and tails
On 'August Both our Amyou lose"
bassador in NVashingtbn promised that
German and Austrian goods- which had
been contracted for. in additiOn to those
paid for, should be allowed out in order to
" meet the complaints of sonic American
importers WhOSC Christina-' trade is
threatened."
Later the list was extended to goods
such as chemicals, on profit that they
were not procurable except in enemy
countries. 'This is the grim jest of sea
peeler in manacles. One recalls the
millions - of starving _Lancashire 'men,
women, and children who suffered
complainingly from the fortunes of
America's Civil War, and then one thinks
of " some American importers chose
Christmas traria is threatened.'

Service Pets in War Time's Lighter Hours

Queen Elizabeth's cat on the "teeth
of the British bulldog." The pet of
the crew of H.M.S. Queen Elizabeth
taking a leisurely and light-hearted
stroll along the top of one of the
mighty 15 in. guns. A recent
official photograph from the Dardanelles.

The jackdaw of the 8th Royal Scots,
which is the special mascot of the
battalion's cooks. This pet has acquired some slang terms,and greets
visitors to the camp kitchen with,
"What the deil are you looking
at? " Inset : The pet goat, from the
Falkland Islands, of H.M.S. Canopus.

" Prisoners " of war in the hands of the Huns ! Regimental pets, captured by the Germans from the French, posing for their photographs
on the engine of the train that is to take them to Germany. Right : The mascot baboon of the South African Heavy Artillery is an
enthusiastic footballer, and is here shown " keening qoal " in a quite unorthodox manner !

The Aeroplane Against the Zeppelin
By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane

A

GOOD many people who have lc-en
let loose on platforms to talk
about Zeppelin raids recently have
presumed to jeer at Mr. Churchill's
promise that any hostile airships which
come to this country would be " met
by a swarm of hornets "—he implied
aeroplanes---which would make things
Temarkablv unpletsant for the said airships.

Dangers of Night Flying
These speakers seem to have forgotten
that all good hornets go to their nests
at dusk and do not fly by night. The
same thing is true of aeroplanes. It is
possible for an aeroplane to fly at night,
but it is not advisable, and, under certain
circumstances, it may be foolish.
If it is desired to drop bombs oa a
distant airship shed, it is worth while
to start an hour or so before dawn, and
fly for an hour in the dark, timing one's
-departure so as to arrive just when it
is light enough to see the shed. Thus
the aeroplane escapes being fired at, and
may even catch the men at the ant:aircraft guns round the shed having a
morning nap. Anyhow, the advantage
of escaping being hit on the outward
journey, when loaded with bombs and
unable to climb high, outweigh the disadvantages of a possible descent in the

dark 1,cfore daylight arrives. But. going
up before midnight to chase Zeppelins
is quite another story.
In the first place, it is almost any odds
you like against the pilot of the aeroplane
tier seeing the Zeppelin at all. If he
does spot it in the beam of a searchlight,
he probably loses it again Icing before he
reaches it, and if thu searchlight stilt
holds it, when he gets to close quarters,
the chances are that as soon as he rises
over it to drop his bombs he is so blinded
by the searchlight that lie promptly
loses it again, or, at any rate, misses
hitting its And after that he has to
get down
If he has chased the airship any
distance he is probably far from a
landing ground, and if he cannot find
1113 way home to a properly lighted
place to descend on, he has the choice
between landing in the dark and
chancing- what he hits—houses, trees,
cliffs, and so forth—or going on flying
till daylight.
Wanted --Super-Zeppelins
In these days when daylight does not
arrive tilt after 6 a.m., the aeroplane
which goes up before midnight cannot
carry enough petrol to last till daylight,
even if the engine would keep running
so long without stopping through some

other cause. So an cniorced landing ia
the dark is certain in any case.
Therefore, taking it all round, it is
fairly evident that, simply on the score
oh economy in aeroplanes and pilots, it
is not worth while chasing airships in
the dark with aeroplane. The proper
reply to a Zeppelins—aver and above guns
and searchlights on the ground—is a
super-Zeppelin, just as they proper reply
to a Dreadnought—barrin g- submarines
and super-submarines—is a super-Dreadn 0 ugh t.
Fast British Airships ?
Only in the Zeppelin's case the sup'rZeppelin need not be a bigger airship, it
need only be faster and capable of climbing, higher, for, being a defensive ship,
it has no need to carry a big load of
petrol for a long voyage out and home,
and it need not carry a big load of bombs,
for it has only one object in view.
If it carries enough bombs to blow
up its enemy, that is, all it need do, for
it is not concerned with bombarding
whole towns. Therefore, the super-Zeppelin may be quite small and have a
crew of only, two or three men. What
is being clone in this country in the way'
of producing airships must not he disclosed, but it ought not to be impossible
for our aeronautical engineers to produce
such a super-Zeppelin.

That thoroughness is by no means exclusively Made in Germany" is demonstrated by the amazing completeness of this
French field fortification in Champagne. The trench has three stories, consolidated with stones, sandbags, and baskets filled
with earth. On the right is the entrance to the shell-proof dug-out_

Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Lt.-Col. F. H. FAIRTLOUGH
C.M.G., 8th R.W. Surrey Regt

Mai. M. W. HENDERSON,
9th Black Watch.

Maj. J. C. MONTEITH,
2nd Bedfordshire Regt.

Maj. A. D. NICHOLSON,
1st Cameron Highlanders.

Maj. Hon. C. M. B. PONSONBY
M.V.O., 3rd Grenadier Guards.

Capt. H. D. DRYSDALE,
26th Punjabis.

Capt. WILLIAM CASSON,
7th London Regt.

Lieut. E. H. L. HENN,
9th Rifle Brigade.

Ste. - Lieut.
LAMBERT,
i:h E. Kent Regt.

Maj. J. RUSSELL,
5th Royal Scots Fusiliers.

Capt. W. McL. McMILLAN
11th Argyll & Sutherland H.

Lieut.-Colonel Frederick Howard Fairtloutth, C.M.G., commanding the 8th the Queen's
(Royal West Surrey Regiment), saw service in the Boer War and was mentioned in
despatches.
Major M. W. Henderson, 9th Black Watch, was formerly in command of the 10th Royal
Scots. In the South African War Major Henderson saw much service in various colonies ;
he received the Queen's Medal with four clasps.
Major J. C. Monteith, 2nd Bedfordshire Regiment, served in India for several years,
and for the last two years before the war was adjutant of the O.P.C. of i;ia_sgow University.
Major A. D. Nicholson, 1st Cameron Highlanders, was the son of Major-General Stuart
Nicholson. He had seen much active service. He was in the Nile Expedition of 1808,
and was severely wounded at Khartoum. Major Nicholson guts mentioned in despatches,
received the Egyptian Medal with clasp, and the Nile Medal. For his services in the
South African War he was awarded the Queen's Medal with three clasps and the King's
Medal with two clasps.
Major the Eon. Cyril Myles Brahazon Ponsonby, M.V.O., 3rd Grenadier Guards, was
the second son of the Earl and Countess of Bessborough. Joining the Grenadier Guards
in 1900, he served in the South African War, and was A.D.C. to the Duke of Connaught
front 1907 to 1009.
Captain Francis Henry Romilly,
2nd Leicestershire Regiment, served right
through the South African War and fought in many of the chief actions. He was decorated
with the Queen's Medal with six clasps and the Ring's Medal with two clasps. He was in
West Africa, in 1903, and received the medal and clasp for the KanO-Sokoto campaign.

Lieut. G. E. TRACEY,
9th Devonshire Regt.

Lieut. J. M. S. KENNEDY,
9th Seaforths (Pioneers).

Sec,-Lient. L. HOPKINS,
Rh Somerset L.I.

Sec.-Lieut. D. R. RUSSELL
2nd Royal Beaks Regt.

Lieut. W. M. ALLEN,
13th Northumberland Fus.

Sec.-Lieut. E. C. ADAMS,
20th London Regt..

Capt. F. H. ROMILLY, D.S.O.,
2nd Leicester Regt.

Capt. 0. OSMOND-WILLIAMS
D.S.O., Welsh Guards.

Lieut. H. V. BEVIS,
Royal Engineers.

Sec.-Lieut. J. W. WHITE—
,
Sth East Yorkshire Regt.

Deeds of Daring which have Won the D.C.M.

L.-Cpl. H. Martin. Royal Lancaster Regt., while on night duty saw three
Germans approaching. When they reached him he ordered them to surrender,
and they dropped their weapons. L.-Cpl. Martin made them prisoners, in addition to another German who came up subsequently.

While flying at a great height, Sec.-Lieut. H. S. Shield dived towards an
Albatross and engaged it. The aviator and Cpl. T. Bennett, R.F.C., were
subjected to heavy fire. Handling his machine-gun with great coolness and
skill, Cpl. Bennett disabled the German machine, which crashed to earth.

I.,-Cpl. F. J. Oke, Royal Engineers, showed supreme courage while engaged in
1ridge-building on the Yser. One night, although his party was reduced to
lour owing to the heavy fire, Cpl. Oke continued steadily working, his bravery
ensuring the completion of the bridge.

Though not on duty in the fire-trench at the time, Sergt. A. Bull. Lt Wiltshires, went forward, and was wounded and buried by shell fire. He extricated himself, and, under a fierce fire, dug out men still alive, and then went
round all the bombing posts at Runge.
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

ALL ABOARD FOR THE BALKANS.—The sunny, azure
Mediterranean seaboard is agog with martial movement, consequent upon a great exodus from French ports of machines
of war. Huge cranes, such as that seen in this exclusive

eliteJ by
.1. A. liamm.artoi

photograph, are rattling day and night, lifting delicate and cumbersome weapons, munitions, and equipment aboard the transports en route for the Balkan field, for France is striving hard
with Britain to save the Allies' cause in the Near East.

THE MANLESS HOMES OF ENGLAND
British Womanhood Fills the Gaps
while its Manhood Lines the Trenches
By CICELY HAMILTON
----Equally with the• great love and patriotic devotion of the representative manhood of Britain, the
noble attitude of womanhood in this hour of trial is a pillar of the Slate whose value cannot
be overestimated. The welter of suffering of war falls mainly upon women, and yet three million
husbands, sons, and sweethearts are the gig of our womanhood to the cause of humanity. In the
absence of this great and immortal company, many opportunities have been afforded to women
further to prove their patriotism by helping the great machine of State to run smoothly. Appropriately
enough, problems which obsessed the world at peace have automatically been solved by the world at war.
In view of the important part women are playing in the struggle, the following article by Miss Cicely
Hamilton, the well7 known author, dramatist, and student of social questions, concerning the present
and future effects of Armageddon on femininity, has been specially written for THE WAR ILLUSTRATED.

T

HE Great War is not only going to leave us poor ;
it is going to leave us to a certain extent nervously
exhausted ; to a certain extent, may be, at a loOse
end. Even we who are women may find some difficulty in
settling down to a life which
has been shorn of a fierce and
terrible interest. We have
lived this year as we have
never lived before — consciously as members of a
nation; have suffered when
the nation suffered, and have
prospered only when it prospered. With peace, inevitably,
will come a change in our
outlook. We shall largely
lose the sense of communal
interest ; we shall be thrown
back again on our own lives
and surroundings, and it may
be that, at first, they may
"uoft&F°'y. seem very small and uninMiss Cicely Hamilton.
spiring.
It is one of the
eternal ironies that the process of construction, of building
up, can only be accomplished slowly and brick by brick,
while destruction can always be dealt with swiftness,
and dealt on a grand scale. You can stab a man in
a moment, and the wound will take weeks to heal.
With enough dynatriite at your disposal you can blow a
city to atoms ; it will take you years of planning and
patient work to rebuild it. So, after the ruin and tempest
and extravagance of war, we shall retuin to the day of small
things, which, of old, we have been warned not to despise.
Small economies, for instance —we used to call them
petty economies—have, before now, helped a nation out of
desperate straits. When France, after the war of iS7o-71,
lay prostrate at the feet of Germany, and her conqueror
extracted from her an indemnity then deemed enormous,
it was the small economies of her citizens that wiped off
the debt in half the time that Bismarck had allotted for
its payment. There will be no indemnity, please Heaven,
for us to pay after this war ; but all the same, we shall have
to shoulder the cost of it. And the cost, as far as many
women are concerned, will be the best shouldered by
estimating in advance-what is necessary to the decent and
healthy conduct of life, and doing it without the rest.
Women's Share of the Nation's Duty
It gbes without saving that to women must necessarily
fall, in large part at least, that share of the nation's plain
duty which consists in the shielding and safeguarding of
children left orphans by war. The nation, no doubt, will
act honourably by them, but that means—can only mean—
that the nation will pay, in money and material assistance,
a price for their fathers' blood. More than that the State
cannot do—is precluded by its nature from doing ; the
community is far too large and too clumsy to be much of a
success as a parent. Nevertheless, there will be, I imagine,
a distinct danger, as a result partly of the exhaustion to

which I have alluded above, partly of the increase in the
power of the official to which we shall have accustomed
ourselves before the war is over—a distinct danger that
we shall leave too much to the State and the institution.
With the loosening of the bonds which have held us together
in times of peril we may wax idle and careless—may expect
of the State and the institution a duty they can never
perform, a duty private and personal.
The Guardianship of Fatherless Children
One should never be too proud to learn from the wisdom
of an enemy ; and a German institution which, it seems
to me, we might copy with_ advantage to ourselves is a
system of human; individual guardianship, designed to
soften the heavy-handed methods of the State in its dealings
with fatherless children. Each creature born, it is declared
in principle, has a right to the care of two parents ; therefore the child left orphaned or born out of wedlock can
claim a, substitute for its father. This substitute, formally
appointed, has no financial responsibility as regards his
ward ; is not entitled (save in abnormal cases) to interfere
between parent and child ; but has otherwise the rights
and position of a guardian nearly related. He is expected
to inquire into conditions at school and at work ; it is
his business to see that the boy or girl is well and happily
educated ; his advice and help can be claimed as a right
by the mother ; and, should necessity arise, he can represent
romtinued on page 202.

Owing to a shortage of mate 1-hour: in Edinburgh, a number of
women who are used to heavy ,IPIT1 work are working as coalheavers. This photograph sh
Owe engaged in filling sacks
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Britons Answering Lord Derby's Final Call

Recruiting officers are now permitted to canvass in mufti in order not to
embarrass likely men. Above : Roya! Scots' trap for exquisites ! Mirror
in Edinburgh, at which some men pause and are promptly questioned.

Types of young Britons who are now answering the King's personally-signed
Call to Arms. The murder of Nurse Cavell and the exhibition of captured
German guns have proved incentives to hesitant eligibles.

Modes for Men, the Season's only Style ! Novel appeals to single men at recruiting stations in Charing Cross Road and the Stran ti
Outside the one " model " tunics are displayed, while at the other there is a noti:e reading : " This is the only fashion for men."

THE ATANLESS HOMES OF ENGLAND
his ward and the interests of his ward in the law courts.
He, I have written—but it has been found in practice that
the duties of such a post are best performed by a woman—
that between a woman, her ward, and his mother, the
relationship loses its legal complexion, and tends to become
intimate and personal.
Would it not be possible for the State to give its sanction
to some such relationship with us ? And, by giving its
sanction, not only strengthen it, but remove it from the
realm of charity ? There must be some thousands of
educated Women who would gladly supplement the price
of blood paid by the nation by work of their own for a
child ; who would esteem it a privilege as well as a duty
to stand at the side of a woman left lonely, and help with
the care of her children. The system, of course, would not
be confined to war orphans, though it might well be inaugurated primarily for their benefit.
Now, especially, there would be little or no difficulty
about the inauguration of suclra system ; one thing the war
has made easy is the knitting up of personal relationships.
Over here, in France—and I bdoubt not the same thing has
happened at home—there are thousands of women who, in
the months since the war began, have established 'friendly
relations by letter with friendless soldiers in the trenches—
f riendly relations in
which they take pleasure and pride. The
practice on the part of
the Frenchwoman is
the outcome of gratitude which seeks to express itself in real and
personal help ; and
there is much gratitude
seeking to•express itself
to-day. We should do
well to take advantage
of it before the day
of lassitude and exha,us lion dawns—when
new departures of any
kind may be difficult.
There is another possible consequence of the
war, which we should
do well to ponder and
prepare for. One of
the results alike of the

Women's rural activities in an urban environment. Busy scene
ii: the Carlton House Terrace Farmyard.

What would their grandmothers have said ?
Girl window-cleaners at
Nottingham. Their costume looks distinctly
business-like.

want and the restlessness which will follow
in the footsteps of peace
will, in all probability,
be an increase in the
number of our emigrants. Men who have
thrown up their occupations to fight in Flanders and in France will
find it hard to go back
to the counter and the
desk. It will not only be
by the numbers of her
dead that Britain will
Gathering in the golden grain. Pair
horsed harvester, which is skilfull,
lose her sons; emigramn aced by female hands.
tion, always casicrf or the
man, will augment still further our preponderance of women
over men. That will mean, obviously, a further fall in the
marriage rate, a further rise in the number of women who
have to earn their living. It will mean also that the public
opinion of the next few years will be chiefly the opinion
of women.
It would be well, however, if we realised the position
and its meaning, realised that upon the women of Britain
will fall much of the work of reconstruction, and that the
folly or wisdom of the next few years will have the feminine
touch. The responsibility for education will be more and
more in their hands—and by education I do not mean only
the accepted methods of instruction and school routine,
but that newspapers and books will be written for women,
and react on the new generation. Then, whether they
have direct representation or not, public measures will be
taken with a view to the approval of women. If I am right
in this, the opportunity we asked for has come, the power
we clamoured for so long and so earnestly now lies very
close to our hand. One can only hope that we shall know
how to use it aright—scrupulously, with patience, and with
tolerance. To attain an end, however holy, it must be
Worked for and worked for intelligently with the head as
well as with the heart. We
have all of us hated war in
our hearts, but our heads
were not able to avert it.
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The King Emperor on the Fields of France

King George, President Poincare, and General
Joffre snapped on the occasion of his Majesty's
visit to France. A British officer is being presented tothe King. Inset: Waiting for the Royal car.

This casual snapshot of King George, taken immediately before his accident, comprises one of the most characteristic and convincInn
photographs of his Majesty. The King-Emperor is here seen reviewing Spahis, the picturesque Colonial soldiers of fortune who hal/
left the Orient to fight under the flag of " Father Joffre."

The War 11Zustrated, 13th Sorck...f.-, 1915.
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Hunnish Handiwork France's Modern Pompeii

General view of Gerbeviller-la—Martyre from the church tower.
The destruction is as complete as if the town had been visited by
an earthquake. Inset: Ruins of Leomont Farm, the scene of
ferocious hand—to—hand fighting. Note the solitary grave of a
French soldier in the left foreground.

Impression of a street in Oerbevilier. To wander through this dead city is like a journey through Herculaneum and Pompeii.
Certainly those historic towns of Napoli were not more completely effaced by the lava of Vesuvius than this French town has been
by the scientific destructive power of German shells. (Exclusive photographs.i
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British Forces press forward to Serbia's A► d

Losing no time after their landing, British soldiers are here seen
making a hard stone track to expedite the transport of stores.

Making sure of a drinking supply. Tommies roiling barrels of
Greek lager, the lightest beer obtainable, to their base.

British soldiers unloading baggage from Greek Army transport waggons.
' Inset : Major-General Sir Bryan T. Mahon, K.C.V.O., who is in command of
the British Balkan Expedition.--(Photo Elliott d; Fry.)

Those British troops who will have the honour of first co-operating with the hard-pressed Serbians will no doubt be inspired by tha
peculiar grandeur of the Serbian resistance to do or die. Weight of numbers has never broken the spirit of the Serbs, and certainly
British courage has ever showed against fearful odds. This photograph shows some British soldiers en route for the Serbian lines.

The War Illustrated, 13th November, 1915.
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THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
XXX.—The Resurrection of the Immortal Serb

I

T dumbfounds a man to recollect that,
scarcely more than three years ago,
the Serb was commonly despised as
a coward. His reputation directly led
the Hungarian and German intriguers
to plan a parade march through Serbia
to Salonika, Constantinople, and the
Persian Gulf, the attempt at which
has produced the ghastliest scenes of
carnage ever seen on this blob of mud
spinning round our gas-jet of a sun.
The Serb used to be remembered only
by his conduct in his first war with the
Bulgars in 1885. It was notorious that
he then mutilated himself by the thousand to escape military service, and his
Army was so violently defeated that only
the intervention of Austria saved the Serb
nation from destruction. Had anyone at
the time told the politicians of Europe that
the Serbs were simply too sincere
Christians and too true patriots to fight
strongly against their Slav kinsmen the
Bulgars, he would have been laughed
at. Even the Socialistic pacifist, Mr.
G. B. Shaw, jeered at the Balkan Slays
for their apparent cowardice in his play,
Arms and the Man." This was afterwards produced as a satirical comic opera,
" The Chocolate Soldier," by a Viennese
composer, under the subtle inspiration of
the German-Hungarian intriguers. Shaw
may have written in all innocence, merely
in a spirit of buffoonery, but the Viennese
composer knew well what he was at. ,His
work was a light-hearted prelude to the
march to Mesopotamia.
History's Most Fateful Murder
But by December, 1914, the march
became the funeral dirge of the Hapsburg
Empire. Three times had the 'Imperial
armies been beaten back from the Serbian
mountains. The defeated commander,
General Potiorek, had at last to be locked
in a madhouse. Potiorek had won his
command by taking a very active part in
the Sarajevo assassinations, where, by
checking the carriage of the doomed
Archduke to enable the Bosnian assassin
to fire accurately, he had helped to accomplish the double task of removing the chief
opponent of Hungarian ascendancy and
of fixing the guilt on the Serbs, whose
territory was coveted, But in the end,
the combined burden of achieving the
most fateful murder in history and of
failing afterwards in the military operations against the scapegoat Serb people,
caused Potiorck's mind to give way.
Then his master, Count Tisza, who, like
many extreme villains, was superstitious,
feared to attack the Serbs for the fourth
time. The mountaineers at the time were
terribly enfeebled by five campaigns in
three years, and ravaged by a mortal
epidemic of typhus. But Tisza was
unnerved by the strange doom of his
assistant conspirator Potiorek.
The stronger-minded, free-thinking
Prussians openly contemned their partners
in crime. When Mackensen reached the
Pripet Marshes in August, 1915, and
finished with his great siege train, the
German Staff found in the indomitable
Serbs a means of diversion. The drive
into the heart of Russia had practically
fdiled, but it had at least removed from

the cautious mind of the ruler of Bulgaria
his fear of Russian action in the Balkans.
So, towards the end of September, 1915,
there came about the monstrous combination of German, Austrian, and Bulgar
forces against the small, weakened Serb
race. As first arranged, the scheme of
destruction would have given the three
attacking nations the odds of ten to one
in both men and guns. But the sudden
Russian offensive in Galicia, the Italian
offensive on the Trentino and the Carso
front, and the more violent movement
of the French and British armies in
Champagne and Artois, upset the plan of
the German Staff. Only three armies
of Austro-German troops could be spared
for action against Serbia, and their total
numbers were scarcely as large as those of
the three armies of 'Biilgar troops. The
Serbs were faced with the odds of about
three to one in men, but the artillery
power brought against their frontierS of
six hundred miles remained still more
overwhelming, and modern battles were
mainly decided by artillery.
Serbs Face Monstrous Odds
This was clearly seen when Marshal von
Mackensen in person, with the German
general, Gallwitz, and the Austrian general,
Kovess, as his subordinate commanders,
opened the final struggle for the Danube
crossings on October 3rd, 1915. Great
arcs of artillery3 in. field-guns in front,
6 in. field-cannon and howitzers behind,
S in. siege pieces farther back, and 12 in.
batteries right in the rear—were drawn
over against Belgrade and Semendria.
These two river cities, picturesquely rising
above the broad waters of the Danube,
commanded the entrance to the valleys
by which the invading armies intended to
advance and connect with the Bulgar
forces. Against these cities, therefore,
the chief attacks were made. But to
compel the Serbs to extend and thin
their lines, all the- northern, northwestern, and western river fronts of the
Danube, Save, and Drina were assailed,
from Orsova, near the Rumanian
frontier, to Vishegrad, near the Montenegrin border.
Serbia's Inadequate Artillery
Some French batteries helped in the
defence of Belgrade, and a small British
force with naval guns operated, between
Belgrade and Semendria. The Serbian
armament consisted chiefly of light 3 in.
guns, suitable for mountain warfare,
but utterly inadequate to answer siege
ordnance. It was like a single flotilla
of destroyers, without torpedo tubes,
fighting against two squadrons of battleships. The first effects of the enemy's
hurricane fire seemed overwhelming. It
swept the banks of the Danube and Save,
wrecking the trenches and redoubts of the
defending forces, smashing Belgrade
citadel, and wrecking city, towns, and
villages. The gunners then used shrapnel
instead of high-explosive shell, and,
lengthening their range, formed a wall of
falling death a mile or more beyond the
river banks. Behind this wall the German and Austrian engineers built without
any serious opposition the great pontoon
bridles by which the armies of Kovess

and Gallwitz could. cross. A flotilla of
Austrian monitors steamed up to help
to protect the pontoons.
It was then that the French, British,
and Serbian gunners took full payment for
the terrible bombardment they had
endured. The British sailors, with their
long-range naval guns, smote the monitors,
sinking two, and damaging another. The
French artillerymen, with quick-fire
melinite shell, mowed down the massed
brigades along the riverside near the
pontoons, while the more numerous
Serbian gunners worked with deadly
speed at all important points along the
rivers. .The movement of the hostile
troops stopped. Again the huge arcs of
artillery came into action with a more
intense and more sustained fire. The unexpected check made Kovess's men and
Koyess himself diabolically cruel. The
defeat of the forces defending Belgrade
did not content them. They put a
curtain of shrapnel behind the city, and
then poured some fifty thousand great
explosive and thermite shells into palace,
church, house, and hovel. The design
was to annihilate the civil population,
by cutting off the flight of the fugitives.
The result was only to exalt every Serb
in-the city—soldier, woman, boy, and girl
—to a tremendous height of courage.
Women and Children in the Van
The Austro-German troops, under cover
of the last bombardment, got over on the
pontoons, by way of a river island, and
entered the streets of Belgrade. There,
however, they met with such resistance
as dims the old story of the Saragossa
battle in Spain. For two days and nights
the struggle went on. house to house, floor
to floor, room to room, the boys of
Belgrade becoming, as bomb - throwers,
especially dreadful to their murderers.
And as a mail army of veteran Serb,
French, and British fighting men, led by
expert and ingenious commanders, headed
the frenzied population, the slaughter
was terrific. It was not until October 9th
that the city was conquered.
Then, on the southern hills, there
followed epic combats, in which heights
were lost, retaken, lost again, and again
recovered. On October moth the enemy
was smashed back into Belgrade.
Meanwhile, the second army of invaders,
under Galiwitz, was held for four days
round Semendria, the advance guard being
destroyed. And though the GerMan
general forced a passage by means of
12 in. guns and clouds of poison gas, his
losses were very heavy.
The third army of invasion, operating
in the marshland of Machva, between the
Save and the Drina, was entirely defeated.
The Serbs had turned every house in the
swamps into a fortress, and as the
autumnal ground was full of water, the
attackers were bogged and slain - in
thousands, merely by hundreds of
defenders with machine-guns. If the
Bulgars had not opened the attack on
the eastern frontier of Serbia on October
'nth, the armies of Mackensen would, as
soon as they had reached the mountains
have met the terrible fate of the armies of
Potiorek
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Some of the First 13,000 Landing at Salonika

Striking impression of the landing of the first batch of British
troops at Salonika. An old steamship, heavily laden with some
of " the memorable thirteen thousand," is seen leaving a manof-war for the Grecian harbour. Tommies in the foreground are

seated or standing on the deck discussing the prospects of their
new adventure, and awaiting their turn to be disembarked. On the
horizon, a view of Salonika, one of the most picturesque and now
the most noteworthy seaport in Southern Europe, is seen.
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With Valiant Serbia's Warrior Men and Women

Left : One of Serbia's heroic wounded being taken to hospital in a crude bullockcart. Above : Typical crowd of sturdy Serbian peasant fighters.

Serbian soldiers outside their dug-out on a bank of the Vardar River, which flows
into the Gulf of Salonika. The men are guarding a near-by railway bridge.

Homeless and outcast, these Serbian refugees, representative of various classes, are waiting for a train that will take them to safety.
A z,triking contrast is afforded by the well-dressed man, seated with a newspaper, and the, weary village folk in the foreground, or
the poor peasant women in the right-hand photograph.
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Serbia keeps the "Bridge between Europe & Asia

Serbian infantry in action in a meadow, covering a movement of troops
to the second line at Vratchar, east of Belgrade.

Austrian monitor which helped the German artillery during the bombardment of Belgrade, and was later sunk by British guns.
On the right : Serbian infantry position along their first line by the River Danube.

Serbian first-line trench, screened from prying aircraft by a roof o planks and twigs, at Semendria. Right : Serbian artillery in action
against the Germans at Dedinie, west of Belgrade. It will be noticed that the nuns and ammunition carts are masked by brushwood.

The War Illustrated, 13th November, 1915.
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Phenomenal Fearlessness of a London Officer

Captain Douglas Carmichael leading his company in one of the
charges in which he captured four lines of enemy trenches near
Hooge. Those who saw this heroic young officer rally his men
again and again to the attack have said that " he earned the V.C.
fifty times over " ; that " it was glorious to see him throw himself

on the packed masses of Germans and, almost alone, force them
back." Captain Carmichael was wounded early in the day but
refused to retire, and was later killed instantaneously by a bullet in
the forehead. " A more gallant leader or fearless man never led
men an the field of battle," one of his superior officers said.
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Cossack's Herculean Strength and Epic Courage

One of the greatest feats of the war, a Cossack exploit in which
eleven Germans were killed, is now the talk of Petrograd. A
trooper of the 6th Don Cossack Regiment was engaged in an attack
on a German transport column. Observing six Germans in a
trench about to enfilade the Russian main body, he charged the

position, and spitted two with his lance, while the:other four fled.
These he chased and killed individually. Later five German riflemen attacked the Russians, and again Kirianoff charged, disposing
of three with his lance. The others fled to a wood, where: the
amazing Cossack despatched them with his sword

The War illustrated, 13th N ovember, 1915.

Guarding the

Alpine Gates to the Dual-Empire

Austrian engineers building a pontoon bridge over one of the tributaries of the River Isonzo. Right: Detachment of Austrian field
telegraphists laying wires across the Isonzo.

Field telegraphists at work with tho Austrian forces operating in the
neighbourhood of the Isonzo.

STRAIGHT from the field of war on the River
Isonzo, on whose banks the Italians have for
months been fighting their hereditary foes the
Austrians, these exclusive photographs provide
interesting glimpses of types of Austrian soldiers
—engineers and field telegraphists at work, and a
supply column conveying ammunition to the
firing zone.
Franz Josef's forces, although contesting evcry
yard of the ground, are realising that their Teuton
ideals have proved illusive, and that they have
been duped into throwing their all into a forlorn
hope. The advent of winter is likely to see a
considerable lull in the operations among the
Alpine heights on the Ita,lo-Austrian borders, and
probably the belligerents will be brought to a
standstill, merely maintaining their present positions with small numbers of men. ThuS our
Mediterranean allies would be able to send a large
force of soldiers to aid the cause of the Entente
in the Balkans, should such a step be regarded
as advisable or necessary.

An Austrian ammunition column passing through a wood on the banks of the River Isonzo, The ammunition is carried in baskets
slung from the tracks of the ponies.
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The Soldier Tsar with His Cossacks in the Field

The Tsar with the little Tsarevitch, now happily restored to health,
inspecting Caucasian Cossacks at the front. His Majesty is now in
supreme command of Russia's mighty forces.

The Tsar and Tsarevitch with a group of Cossack officers. On the
right : His Majesty talking with Count Grabbe, the officer in command.

The,Tsar and his son standing behind priests of the Greek Church at a religious service held in a wood. Since assuming supreme
command of his vast Army, Russia's " Little Father" has spent his whole time with the troops at the front. His Majesty lives a
simple, laborious life, and is often in consultation far into the night with his Chief of Staff, General Alexeieff.

The War Illustrated, 13th Norember. 1015.
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Britain's Strenuous Efforts in Remote Africa

Presents for the great white chiefs. Native women bringing vessels of meal and
native beer to the officers in command of a British expedition in Africa.

Sudden bush fire precipitates a hasty British retreat. Above : An idyll in black and
white. British Tommy nursing a native infant.

One 07 the many difficulties to be contended with by our forces fighting the Germans in Africa is bush fire. This photograph shows a
native and British soldier trying to hold such a conflagration, which has just started, away from a temporary powder magazine—a
dangerous task. Inset ; Types of Belgian native outposts in the bush. The wars in East Africa and the Cameroon are still in progress.
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Defective German Shell and the Effective "75"

The extraordinary labour requisite to recover an unexploded
German 380 mm. shell which entered the earth to a depth of
thirty-five feet.

A near view of the unexploded shell. It struck the ground between
Hondschoote and Leifseele. The projectile was thrown from a
distance of some fifteen miles.

It is remarkable that the Germama, who have revolutionised warfare and won ail their victories with the aid of the big gun, should have
relied on the strength of their defensive positions in Champagne. The elan and success of the French charge and the power of Joffre's
artillery staggered the Huns. One can faintly imagine the terror of the Germans who held the wrecked trenches seen in this photograph.
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British Submarines turn Tables on Von Tirpitz

Looking aft from the conning-tower of a submarine full speed
awash in a gale. The pipe seen on the right side of the craft
is the engine exhaust pipe. Inset : Lieut. D'Oyly-Hughes starting
off from a submarine, with a raft, on a memorable exploit
which is illustrated and described on page 307 of this number.

German cruiser of the Prinz Adalbert type which was sunk in the Baltic
by a British submarine. This cikiser was completed in 1903, and displaced
9,050 tons. Her largest guns were four 8.2 in. Our submarines ;a the
Baltic have also sorely affected German commerce.

The bwe..1s,.......imnr,n. r.vaien wn,cn drew the German fire in mistake for
a British submarine. One Swede was killed, and the Huns apologised.

A precarious resting-place. Turkish prisoners huddled
together on Lieut. D'Oyly-Hughes' submarine.

Hero of the Underseas Wins Fame on Terra Firma

During the night of August 21st, Lieut. D'Oyly-Hughes dropped
ovei the side of his submarine into the Sea of Marmora and
swam ashore, pushing a raft freighted with a dynamite charge,
accoutrements, clothes, revolver, bayonet, electric torch, and
whistle, with the intention of destroying a Turkish viaduct.
Scaling the cliffs he found his task to be impossible, and decided
instead to explode the dynamite under a low brickwork support,

thereby destroying another. part of the ra, way line. 'The loud
report startled Turkish sentries who were only 150 yards away,
and Lieut. D'Oyly-Hughes was compelled to retreat along the
railway line and enter the water fully clothed at a point a mile away
from his landing-place. Losing track of the submarine he swam
about in a very exhausted condition, until a blast from his whistle
attracted those on board his craft. He was awarded the D.S.O.

On the Eve of the inter Ca epaign
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE
. are on the eve of the winter campaign. It will be
_ought, in the western field, under much more
advantageous circumstances to us than the campaign
a year ago.
Contrast then and now. In November, 1914, Germany
was still dreaming of the capture of Calais and of the
invasion of England. We had managed, by the most
desperate courage and sacrifice, to beat back a furious and
sustained attack on our front around Ypres. \\,7e were
unprepared for trench warfare, and our troops were illequipped for the weary struggle amid frost, mud, and
snow. The confidence of the German rulers was unshaken ;
they had still, apparently, unlimited resources of men ;
they had adequate reserves of food ;. they were still confident
before many weeks were over they would sweep
Western Europe. They do not think so 110
It may be said that we, too, have not done all we hoped.
That is truer Our long-planned spring advance did not
take place our autumn advance was only a very partial
success. We have not broken through the German lines.
We have not even pushed the enemy back—as it seemed
probable recently that we would—to A
- ntwerp and Brussels.
Nearly the whole of Belgium still groans under the heel of
the Prussian. The richest section of Northern France is
still occupied by the enemy.
German Illusions and British Hopes
Birt despite- all this, - we hold the winning cards in the
:rest to-day. The German hope of capturing Calais has
vanished. The invasion of England, winch a year ago had
to be faced among the possibilities of the war, is now almost
impossible. The Germans may do much damage by their
Zeppelins ; they might even, by an almost incredible
combination of favouring circumstances, land a few thousand
men at some point on our coast, but not enough to do any
vital damage. An invasion in force, however, is impossible
until the naval situation is completely reversed, and of that
there seems no prospect whatever. The British lines in
Flanders are now so strong that we are justified in believing
them almost impregnable to direct attack. War is proverbially uncertain. The impossible and the incredible do
sometimes happen. But every known fact points to the
conclusion that on the western lines we ought during the
winter to be able at least to hold our own.
The Germans have reached their maximum in strength,
unless they recruit their forces from Asia, as they now can
do.
Their population is feeling the pressure of war in a
way we are not. While the military party in Germany
is as resolved as ever to carry things on to the end, the
diplomatists and the statesmen recognise that it would be
to their advantage to conclude peace now, on terms which
should give them some gains of territory, even though not
all they ask.
Peace Movements in the Dark
It is not yet possible to tell the full story of the movements that have been made by German diplomatists in
this direction dining the past month. Some of the ablest
representatives of Wilhelmstrasse have settled unostentatiously at Amsterdam. From there they have made
feelers in all directions. They have even tried through
American and English visitors to re-establish the way to
sympathetic relations with influential Englishmen. The
whole move is being carried out so carefully and cautiously
that it could be at once denied. But it is going on.
We are not responding. Every reason of common
sense shows that we must not settle terms of peace now.
Peace, even on terms of the status quo, which left Germany's
military power unbroken, would be only the prelude of
another war, greater, fiercer than this. The British nation
makes many blunders. It is not good in organisation, it
is often stupid in its diplomacy, and sometimes it does not
see far ahead. But it has the supreme bulldog quality
of sticking on. It sees a thing through.
Germany Will naturally try to force our hand. Aerial
attacks -on England willh be renewed on a greater scale
than ever when the weather renders them possible.
Egypt will be threatened, and every effort will be made to

persuade us that the strength and resources of the enemy
are greater than ever. It is such 'times as these that demand courage, endurance, sang-froid. We are not usually
lacking in these qualities. There is no cause for complacency, in the western situation ; there is reason for
deep disappointment that our advance has failed ; but
we do realise that in holding the enemy we are week by
week placing ourselves in a better position.
When we turn to the cast the outlook is less satisfactory.
We are not committed to a considerable and immediate
campaign in the Balkans. We begin it after having
thrown. away many advantages that were in our hands.
We could have occupied the most splendid defensive
position in Eastern Europe, the mountains of Northern
Serbia: We have handed these over to our enemy, through
not being prepared in time. The King of Greece and his
pro-German party have twice betrayed us in this war. The Eleventh Hour in Balkania
The first betrayal led to the upset of our plans in the
Dardanelles, and Greece failed us when, by all laws of
international honour, she should have sent her armies
into Serbia. It is to be hoped that Greece may not be
stained by a third act of treachery.
There is too much reason to fear that our Balkan campaign may be too late to save Serbia. But it may not be
too late to bring Rumania on our side and to awe Greece
into maintaining neutrality. Winter fighting in the
Balkans is bound to be exceedingly arduous, on account
of the weather conditions. Those who have studied the
history of the Russo-Turkish War can judge what such a
campaign means. The sooner we strike; the harder we
strike, and the more points from which we attack the
better. If General Jofire, during his recent visit to London,
really succeeded in inducing the Allies to agree to a common,
definite plan in Balkania, he rendered us all good service.
There seems little prospect of great happenings in the
immediate future on the Gallipoli Peninsula. Our troops
there have been prepared their winter quarters for protection against the storms and ,rains. In holding on, they
are keeping a considerable portion of the Turkish Army
engaged. The operations in Gallipoli must now be regarded as part of the greater Balkan campaign. The
hope of breaking through at this point and -forcing the Strait has grown faint, but has not been abandoned.
To Save Our Prestige in the East
The most contradictory accounts come from our Mohammedan possessions of the effects of recent events on the
people there. That there is unrest in some quarters is
certain. How far this unrest extends, it is hard to say.
Some well qualified observers regard it as insignificant.
The facts that reach me from different quarters do not
quite confirm this. If our Balkan campaign goes well,
discontent in India and in Egypt will not trouble us much.
If it fails we must be prepared for whatever may happen.
To sum up, our main cause for comfort at the present
moment is the abundant evidence that our enemy is
severely feeling the strain, both in men and in money, of
the long sustained campaign. Our armies in the west
are holding their ground, but there seems little prospect
of big advances in the immediate future. In the Dardanelles we must be prepared for a time of comparative inaction.
In the Balkans we are undertaking a very big task. We
are beginning late, but apparently we are going to send
adequate forces for the task. -There is • no fear about ultimate victory for us. The
supremacy of our Navy makes it certain, I believe, that
we will win in the end. But we want to win in the most
rapid and least costly way. Every blunder, every lack of
preparation, costs us dearly in the lives of the manhood
of our nation. The Dardanelles campaign has already
meant ioo,000 killed, wounded, and missing, and 78,000
sick. Most of this great loss might have been avoided
had we been better informed and had we begun right.
We can only hope that the responsible men at the head
of affairs have learnt the lessons of the past fifteen.months
in the conduct of war in the winter months ahead.

London's Spoils of ar fro -I Loos and Le Ca eau

The twenty-one German field-guns—three captured at Le Coteau
in August, 1914, and the others on September 15th, 1915, at
Loos—which have been brought to London and placed on view at
the Horse Guards Parade, thereby constituting one of the best.
incentives to recruiting.

German trench mortar that was captured by men of the Somerset
Light Infantry, and is now being exhibited in London.

British gunners examining one of the captured German field-guns. All these Hun trophies have been damaged. Above : Viscount cJhurchill
deft) interested in one of the three trench mortars. Crowds daily inspect these spoils of war, the largest of which is 85 mm. (3'4 in.).
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Statesman, Sailor, and Soldier
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.

T

HE chief causes of the lack of confidence in our two successive
Cabinets were that their size has
conduced neither to truthfulness nor
fearlessness. They are essential qualities
of leadership if we are to get the best out
of our people to oppose the discipline of
Germany. Instead of them we have had
compromises without end, such as are
inevitable in large Cabinets. Sir Robert
Peel, in 1835, expressed the opinion that
no Cabinet should exceed nine members ;
and Disraeli, in 1874, reduced the Cabinet
to twelve.
The syStem came into existence, in 5714,
because the Privy Council was too large,
and for many years the Cabinet in its
turn has become too large to prepare for
or to conduct a war. The saying that a
Council of War never fights is really
based on the number called in, and it is as
true as the opposite saying is false that " in
the multitude of concillors there is wisdom."
In our land war of over a century ago
Ministers appealed but to one man and one
only, to the Duke of Wellington, of whom
it was said that " Ministers at home . .
drew courage and constancy from this
inflexible servant, who never veiled a
truth and never glozed a peril."
Rhetoric and Romance
The Iron Duke would not have fought
the enemy with suppressions of the truth,
he would not have talked about their
ships being dug out like rats, given us a
braggadocio speech as to the date the
Turks would leave Europe, and that- only
a few miles in the Dardanelles separated
ns from a victory such as the world had
never seen, nor exclaimed that our
" hornets " would • overwhelm all the
Zeppelins, and that we should have a million men at the front by the spring when We
actually had about half that number,
insufficiently supplied with ammunition.
Mr. Churchill's distinguished father
illustrated another danger of our system
beyond that of the hydra-headed control
for naval and military policy. Lord Randolph Churchill said in a minute attached

to the Report of Lord Hartingtoa's
Commission :
" To the ordinary politician under
our political system, administrative miscarriage brings little or no evil conseHis fate, if unfortunate or
quences.
unskilful, is in the vast majority of cases
to be transferred to some other office,
to some foreign Embassy, to a Colonial
governorship, or, at the most, to the
House of Lords. Neither pecuniary nor
social loss necessarily or ordinarily follows
the unskilful, and possibly the disastrous,
administration of our Ministers for the
Army and Navy. More than this the
professional persons who advise respectively the Secretary of State for War
and the First Lord of the Admiralty
escape all risk of public censure, sheltered
as they are by the fictitious responsibility
History and
of the civilian Minister.
theory will be found to coincide in support of the recital set forth above."
One Chief for Three Services
The distinguished statesman then contrasted the position of the soldier and the
sailor, to whom " professional reputation
is everything next to life itself, and the
loss of J it means professional ruin." He
evidently hankered after Disraeli's suggestion that as in the case of the sailor
Byng, a few politicians should be shot to
encourage the others. Lord Randolph
wanted one Minister in charge of the three
Services—the Army, the Navy, and the
Ordnance or supplies.
These three would then be under the
separate charges of fully qualified officers,
and the Minister would co-ordinate their
I think the war has justified
actions.
this advice which, in later years, was
endorsed by Sir Charles Dilke. and Mr.
Arnold Forster.
Chatham turned an unsuccessful into
a successful war by assuming the complete
direction of affairs. With Anson at the
Admiralty and Ligonnier for the Army,
he had the best men to advise him. It was
practically the Cabinet of Three for which
Lord Roscbery has pleaded, but not a

Triumvirate where all are an equal.
The statesman, who had the complete
confidence of the country, was supreme.
It has been the misfortune of Lord
Kitchener in this war that, though of all
men the best fitted for that work of years—
the building up of a Great General Staff to
think out our problems ahead and to
fashion the Army for its purpose prior to
the war lie arrived at his office after war
had broken out, and was burdened
with a superhuman task to which he has
so magnificently responded. He has been
forced to listen in the Cabinet to a number
of purely political considerations about
the unpopularity of this Cr that act among
Trade Unions or other bodies, so that the
vital military considerations have not•
had the strength of the representations
of the_ Duke of Wellington, who put
the soldier's point of view as a soldier and
a soldier alone.
The latter would not have been talked
over by any Cabinet with all its crosscurrents, because he was not in it. Nor
should Lord Kitchener be talked over, in
any case, for his supreme position is
conceded by the circumstances revealed
in Mr. Lloyd George's pamphlet, and by
such a speech as Mr. Churchill's on September 18th, when he stated that we can
win " only if we exert our strength to the
very limit of human and national
capacity." Such a situation necessarily
means that military considerations must
rule to the exclusion of all others.
Lawyers versus Militarist
The Government will always be thrown
back on these military considerations,
turn the tables how they may, as when
they say it was not diplomacy but military
failures of the Allies that determined the
course of Bulgaria. The Russian ammunition collapse and the Dardanelles failure
occurred in April. The one stroke which
could retrieve them, short of bringing
the Japanese Army to Europe, was for
us then and there to have adopted
measures to raise by national service a new
army not later than December.

Aerial Defence and the erman Game
By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
HERE is one point in connection
with all this agitation for the
defence of London against Zeppelins by means of aeroplane patrols which
most people seem not to have noticed—
namely, that the agitators are simply
playing the Germans' game for them.
To patrol London reasonably efficiently
by aeroplanes, a force of between forty
and fifty machines would be needed in
the air at once. That would mean forty
or fifty pilots, and as many passengers;
at least, to work the machine-guns. The
patrols, to be even moderately , safe
while flying and landing in the dark,
would have to have the very finest and
latest types of aeroplanes and engines.
Also, such patrol work could not be entrusted to inexperienced pilots, both for
their own sakes and for the sake of the
people on whose heads they might land
if they were not accustomed to night work.
Furthermore, no pilot's nerve would
stand flying in the dark night after night
and week after week, so probably these

pilots would have to do one night on duty
and two nights off, and even then the
strain would be terrific. Then, each pilot
would want to have his own machine,
and not one that someone else had been
flying and knocking about.
Thus one sees that a proper aeroplane
patrol of London would immobilise from
active service between tzo and 15o of our
very best pilots, not to mention as many
passengers. Also, to keep them supplied
with aeroplanes would be a pretty arduous
task, for machines would be broken up
wholesale through making forced landings,
owing to engine stoppage.
One might therefore reason on the need
to have at least 30o aeroplanes constantly
in stock for this one object. So one may
put the numbers down as about Soo
officers, something over i,000 men—
mechanics to look after the aeroplanes,
to push them out and into their sheds,
and so forth—and 300 of the best aeroplanes. Or, in other words, about a
dozen squadrons of aeroplanes, with

mechanics and full equipment, hanging
about at home doing nothing when they
ought to be otherwise and better employed on active service abroad.
Could one imagine anything more
satisfactory to the German nation than
the idea that a mild attack on London
on two or three nights a month is such a
panic-producer as to raise all this outcry,
and to force the authorities to keep such
a force at home when its absence froni
the actual fighting-line would mean that
so much valuable work would have to be
left undone. .For so long as the war may
drag on it will be impossible to have
too many aeroplanes at the front, and
therefore any attempt to withdraw
aeroplanes for home defence is merely
playing into the enemy's hands.
We can do all the defending that is
necessary with anti-aircraft guns and
searchlights, if they are properly arranged
and organised. After that we can indulge in small, fast airships for night
patrols.

Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Col. F. C. ROMER, C.B..
C.M.G., O.C. 8th East Kent R.

Lt.-Col. A. G. E. EGERTON
Coldstream Guards.

Capt. R. C. ANDERSON,
1st Black Watch,

Capt. I. C. PENNEY,
13th Royal Scots.

Capt. R. M. PIKE,
Royal Flying Corps.

Capt. W. R. RICHARDS,
6th Royal Dublin Fusiliers

Capt. 3. A. TENNANT,
10th Bedford Regt.

Capt. the Hon. F. BOWESLYON, Sth Black Watch.

ol. F. C. Romer, C.B., C.M.G., commanding the 8th Battalion Fast Kent Regiment
(the Buffs), commanded the 6th Lancashire Fusiliers from February, RAM, to October.
1901, in the South African War. Colonel Romer was mentioned in despatches, received
the Queen's Medal with four clasps, and was awarded the C.M.O.
Captain R. Cunningham Anderson, 1st Battalion the Black Watch (Royal Highlanders),
was gazette(' to the Black Watch in 1610. Captain Anderson went through the retreat
from Mons, Be Calera], the Battles of the Marne and the Aisne. being mentioned in Sir
John French's first despatch. He was severely wounded in the first Battle of Ypres, and
was promoted to captain in May. 1915, on rejoining his regiment.
Captain the Hon. Fergus Bowes-Lyon, 8th Battalion the Black Watch, was the third
son of the Earl of Strathmore and Kinghorne. In 1914 Captain Bowes-Lyon married
Lady Christian Borah Dawson-Damer, daughter of the sixth Earl of Portarlington.
Captain Hugh Antrobus, 6th Battalion Cameron Highlanders, served with that regiment
in the South African War, and received the Queen's Medal with five clasps.
Captain the Hon. T. C. R. Agar-Robartes, M.P., Coldstream Guards, was the eldest son
and heir of Viscount Clifden. He was formerly in the Devon Yeomanry.
Sec.-Lieut. Leonard Righton Burrows, 9th Battalion Northumberland Fusiliers, was
the second son of the Bishop of Sheffield.

Capt. H. ANTROBUS,
6th Cameron Highlanders.

C

Capt. E. E. HANEWINKEL,
19th London Regt.
_

Sec.-Lieut. W. H. GOOD,
9th Munster Fusiliers.

Sec.-Lieut. L. R. BURROWS,
9th Northumberland Fm.

Lieut. W. G. HOBBS,
8th Royal Berks Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. E. STOCKER,
6th K.O. Scottish Borderers.

Lieut. D. H. HUTCHISON,
16th Queen's Westminsters.

Lieut. A. L. GULLICK,
Sec.-Lieut. J. S. A. TORRY
Sec.-Lieut. W. F. C.
6th East Kent Regt.
12th Rifts Brigade.
McGARRY, 6th R. Dublin F.
Portraits by Bassano, Chancellor, Elliott ce Fry, Heath, Swaim, Hughes, Barnett, Speaight.

Capt. the Hon. T. C. R. AGARROBARTES, M.P., Coldstream
Guards.

Lieut. G. M. HOYLE,
2nd Sherwood Foresters.

Sec.-Lieht. L. NEWALL,
1st London Regt.
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/4 OUR DIARY OF THE Vci
Chronology of Events, October 1st to 31st, 1915
OCT. T.—French progress in Artois on the
heights of La Folie, and in Champagne.'
Ocr. 2.—Sir John French reports that one
counter-attack recovered two trenches
• south-west of Fosse 8, which enemy
recaptured in his counter-attack of
Sept. 26.
East of Sanchez the French advanced
on the heights of La holm.
OCT. 3.—Petrograd reports that enemy
" crumpled up " near Vileika. Desperate
battle fought near the Farm of Stakovzy,
at southern extremity of Lake Narotch ;
enemy routed.
German counter-attack against British
positions succeeds in retaking the greater
part of the Hohenzollern Redoubt.
OCT. -1.—Russian Ultimatum to Bulgaria.
Turks defeated in the Caucasus near
North of Arras French made progress
in the Givenchy Wood, and on Hill Ito,
where they occupied the cross-road
Later the enemy gained footing at latter
place.
OCT. 5.—Allied Forces land at Salonika.
Violent bombardment in Art fs and
Champagne.
Diplomatic relations between Russia
and Bulgaria broken off.
Lord Derby appointed Official Director
of Recruiting,
Oct. 6.—French Advance in Champagne
renewed. The village of Tahure carried
by assault, and progress made in vicinity
of Navarin Farm. Total number of
prisoners exceeds Eaao.
M. Venizelos, the Greek Premier,
resigned.
Ocr. q.—Invasion of Serbia by German and
Austro-Hungarian troops.
Furious German attacks on Tahure Hill
repulsed.
In Artois, French progressed south of
Thelus, near to Arras-Lille road.
OCT. 8.—Serbian official report states that
enemy's advance guard 'which crossed
Danube at Belgrade fortress was partly
destroyed and partly captured.
South-east of Tahure, in Champagne.
French gained footing in the " Trapeze,",
and captured several trenches.
• Great German attack on Loos completely repulsed.
British submarine sinks German transport in the Baltic.
Ocr. 9.—Sir John French reports that we
pushed our trenches steadily forward
north-east of Loos between I-fill 7o and
Hulluch, and gained ground varying front
500 to r,000 yards in depth. Great
- numbers of the enemy's dead ' are lying
in front of our lines."
Belgrade occupied by Austro-German
troops.
CRT. to.—In Champagne, French progressed
to the north-east of Tahure. A brilliant
assault made them master of a new
German trench to the south-east of the
OCT.village.
rt.—Sir John French's despatch proves
that German attack on the -allied positica is
at Loos was executed on a great scale.
He reports that a very severe reverse
was inflicted on the enemy. A French
estimate gives the total German dead as
nearly 8,000 before the allied lines.
French made marked progress to the
west of the Souchez-Angres road, and r
the east of the redoubt in the Ear: de
Givenchy.
Bulgarians invade Serbia.
OCT. 12.—French make progress towards the
ravine of La Goutte, in Champagne.

Miss Edh!•11 Cavell. English nurse, shot
by Germans in Brussels.
Russian victory in Galicia, near village
of Haivarenka, west of Tremoovlia.
Austrian line pierced at two points, and
River Strypa crossed. Over 2,000
prisoners taken.
OCT. 13.—Zeppelin raid on London, fifty-six
persons killed, and one hundred and
fourteen injured.
British gas attack in the West. After
a bombardment we attacked German
trenches under cover of a cloud of smoke
and gas south-west of Hulluch to the
Hohenzollern Redoubt. South-west of
St. Llie enemy's trenches behind Ver.
melles-Hulluch road captured, also the
main trench of the Hohenzollern Redoubt.
Ocr. I4.—French aerial squadron bombarded
railway station of Bazancourt, on the
Champagne rear front.
Great Britain declared war on Bulgaria.
Ger. I5.—Germans retake the summit of the
Hartmannsweiler in the Vosges.
OCT. 16.—Officially reported that British
submarines sank five German transports
in the Baltic Sea.
Russians pierce German lines at Listie,
on western shore of Lake Bogumskoe.
War in Balkans.—Bulgarians reported
to be striking from Rustendil towards the
railway from Salonika to Nish. Heavy
fighting between French troops and the
Bulgarians at Valandoya reported front
Athens.
French aeroplanes bombard Treves.
Ocr. 7.—French regain summit of the Hartmannsweiler.
Occupation of Pregasina reported from
Italy.
Ocr. r8.—New Dardanelles Commander.
General Sir C. C. Mouro succeeds Sir Ian
Hamilton.
Allies invade Bulgaria and occupy
St rumnitza.
OCT. in.—New German thrust at Riga.
Germans attack in great force on a
front of eight miles just west of the
point where the French are attacking in
Champagne. Some portions of French
first line taken, but counter-attack drove
enemy back with important losses.
Salonika railway line cut by Bulgarians.
German attack at Hulluch. Enemy
after a heavy bombardment attacked our
front from the quarries to Hulluch, but
was defeated by our artillery and rifle
fire. Attacks in the neighbourhood of
the Hohenzollern Redoubt and Fosse 8
repulsed. Enemy's losses very severe.
OCT. 20.—French destroy German munition
- stores in their lines to the north of the
Aisne and to the north of the Navarin
Earn?.
Struggle for Riga. Germans advancing
rapidly on Riga reached Olai, twelve
miles south-west of the city.
Great Russian victory. General Ivanoff
carried by assault town of Chartoryisk,
on the Styr ; seven hundred and fifty
prisoners and nine guns taken.
Serbian Legation announced that the
Serbians still holding the enemy on both
flanks.
Ocr. 2.1.—German attack iu force east of
Rheims defeated.
Russians carried Guinan positions east
of Baranovitchi, 3,500 prisoners taken.
- Russian Fleet bombards Varna.
Serbians admit Bulgarians have cut
railway in the Vrania region, between
Uskub and Nish.
OCT. 22.—Allied Fleets bombarded Dedeagaeh.
Italian offensive along the Tyrol and
Trentino frontier progressing. Along the

Isonzo front a number of important
positions carried.
Bulgarians occupy Uskub.
OCT. 23.—Italians take Mount Nodic, on the
west bank of Lake Garda, thus completing
their command of the Ledro Valley.
French troops cross Greek frontier and
join forces with Serbian troops.
Serbian official report admits capture
of Veles, on the Nish-Salonika railway.
Oct. 24.—British submarine near Lilian
attacked and sunk German cruiser Prince
Adalbert.
Black Sea Bombardment. Russian warships shell Bulgarian ports of Varna and
Burgas.
Great French success in Champagne.
Strong German salient on the northern
slopes of Hill 196, one and a quarter miles
to north of Mesuil les Hurlus, known as
the Courtine, carried.
Ocr. 25.—Germans counter-attacked on the
whole front of the Courtine work, and
succeeded in reoccupying in the centre
some portions of trenches.
Battle for Riga and Dvinsk continued
with the, utmost intensity. North-wee'
of Dvinsk Germans driven back.
Successful French attack on the
Bulgarian left flank in the extreme
south of Serbia. Franco-Serbians recapture Veles.
Cur. 26.—Announced that the King is in
France on visit to his army.
British transport Marquette torpedoed
in the zEgean Sea, ninety-nine meit
missing.
Serbian Campaign. — Austro-German
and Bulgarian forces in touch at ifiubicheyatz.
French troops carried a German trench
north-east of Massiges.
Oer. 27.—Austrians across the Drina, east of
Vishegrad ; Montenegrins fighting in this
sector.
Uskub retaken by Serbians.
Varna bombarded by the Russian
Fleet.
Total Italian captures for the week
along the Isonzo front over 5,000.
German attack to the east of Rheims
Launched on a great scale, backed with
use of poisonous gas. Enemy repulsed
at every point.
OCT. 28.—French Ministry resigns. New
Cabinet formed with M. Briand as
Premier.
Bulgarians holding a line from Zait char,
through Kniashevatz. to a height north
of Pirot, and threatening Nish.
H.M. cruiser Argyll grounded off East
Coast of Scotland. All her crew saved.
Announced that Lieutenant-General
Sir Bryan Mahon is in command of
British Forces in the Balkans.
OCT. 29.—H.M.S. Hythe, auxiliary mitre
sweeper, sunk after being in collision
with another ship off Gallipoli Peninsula ;
one hundred and fifty-five men missing.
Bulgarians recapture Veles.
French progress in lighting for the
possession of portions of the Courtine
work in Champagne. Several trenches,
captured and prisoners taken.
General Joffre arrived in London to
take part in important war consultations.
Total British casualties to Oct, 9
Published-493,294Ocr. 3o.—Germans retake snnmit of
Butte de Tahure.
OCT. 31.—Fierce struggle for possession of
portions of trenches recaptured by Germans east of Neuville St. ',- cast resuked
in French regaining possession of some
of them.
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

THE SPIRIT OF WOMANHOOD, on which the heaviest burden
of the war is falling, is one of the most wonderful and inspiring
feature of the great struggle. This picturesque homestead in the
battle-zone has been broken by the inevitable shell, and yet the old

J. Z1
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women insist on remaining in the environment they have known,
all their lives. These aged heroines of France I-rave the courage of
the most enthusiastic trooper, and wi:I not " retreat" on Paris
while their confidence in Joftre and his armies is unshaken.

HO GERMANY. IS BESIEGED
The Blockade that will not be
Raised until Justice is Done
By SIR LEO CHIOZZA MONEY, M.P.
ports----1which, prior to August, 1914, totalled only
When we: realise that German exports and
some millions-short of- Great Britain's 6,7:12i/seas trade—are now reduced to about' three per cent., - the
meaning of sea power begins to be understood. As each day passes Father Neptune's strangulation
grip grows tighter, and the German civilian, so long bewitched by the tale of military triumphs, is
apt to grow incredulous. Already the still small voice of hunger has been heard in the desert
of official discipline, and it is PrOVell, that the German public, though by no means starving, is
undergoing considerable privations through the collapse of international trade. In the following
article .Sir Leo Chioaza Money, whose work is well known to readers of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED,
shows that Germany, in seeking world power, has found commercial doom.
N the last year of peace Germany had attained to a
great oversea commerce, the dimensions of which
were approaching those of our own magnificent
trade. In pounds sterling German imports for home
consumption were 525 millions against our 659 millions,
while German exports of her own productions were worth
496 millions against our 525 millions. And the German
rate of advance was so rapid that it bid fair in the course
of not many years to raise the German figures far above
our own. Even in such great and characteristically
British industries as iron and steel and machinery, Germany had taken the lead not only in production but in
exports. Britain herself was a market for no less than
go,000,000 worth of German stuff in 1913.

I

of cotton, silk, wool, hair, copper, nickel, aluminium, lead,
antimony, chrome, ferro-manganese, tungsten, skins, hides,'
asbestos, oils, fats, and many other indispensable materials.
Long preparation for war, and the skill and adaptability
of German science, have mitigated these German native
deficiencies, but while it has been possible in some respects
for Germany to supply her military requirements, the
ordinary peace supplies have become more and more
restricted as the months have passed. Germany is becoming very poor, and each day that passes adds to the
privations of her people.
The Trade that has Vanished
Let us see what has happened to German commerce.
We cannot, of course, get German trade figures, but the
statistics of the greatest neutral, the United States, are
open to us, and this is what they show for American
imports from and exports to Germany since July, 1914

Word-Power and National Poverty
After fifteen months of war Germany has lost nearly
the whole of the splendid foreign trade which made to her
the difference between being a poor country and a rich
IMPORTS INTO U.S.A. EXPORTS FROM U.S.A.
-A
PROM GERMANY.
TO GERMANY.
country. Of course, these are relative terms. It was
true_ of all modern nations before the war that most of
.
2,997,000
1914
3,412,000
their people were poor, and that the really well-to-do
March, 1915 ..
1,597,000
57,000
formed but a small proportion of their number. Never136,000
July, 1915
19,000
theless, there are degrees of poverty, and the German
people as a whole had by vigorous prosecution of production
The fine figures of July, r914, were reduced almost to.
and commerce raised themselves during the last fifty years
vanishing point a year later. Up to last March, it will
far above the dire poverty which was the common lot of
be seen, a great part of German trade with America
mankind in the, eighteenth century.
(Continued a, plfge 31.3.)
To understand what has taken
place, let us remind ourselves
of what modern German wealth
was based upon. It was the
result of working one of the few
great coal areas of the world,
and of applying coal-power, not
only to German materials, but
to the prOchictions of the entire
World. That is merely to say
that German economy closely
resembled our own. British
wealth is not native,. but the
result of working upon foreign
materials. In this was, although
nearly all Europe is in arms,
the United Kingdom, by virtue
of her command of the seas, still
draws from countries outside
Europe the great stores of
material necessary to maintain
her wealth. The war does not
deprive Germany of her coal,
but it deprives her of thOse
foreign materials without which
she cannot prodhed more than
a fraction of her normal output.
She has plenty of some kinds of
iron ore, of zinc, and of timber,
n a ofsthh:
guns
the Emden, the German cruiser that H.M.S. Sydney, of the Australian
but she necessarily lacks altoNavy ,
Keeling (Cocos) Island, in the great fight of November 9th, 1914. This gun
t te red ,
sfro
gether or has poor native supplies
is the latest addition to the captured trophies on view at the Horse Guards Parade, London.

The Advent of Winter in Dug-out Town

The latest news of the war arrives in the trenches. Tommy reads of
Kitchener's journey east. Right : Corner of a British first-line trench.

The Boches not having put in an appearance, a British trooper has found
another way of keeping warm in the cold trenches. On the right : Group of
Highlanders wearing their respirators with fantastic effect.

Consolidating their position. British soldiers pause for their photograph in
the course of strengthening their trench.

All smiles in the dug-out. Not even German shells
ruffle the good-humour of the trench wits.
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HOW GERMANY IS BESIEGED
remained, but in that month she brought on her head,
through her own cowardly and murderous submarine
policy,-the British Order-in-Council of March rith, under
which we have so effectively tightened the blockade of
Germany as to produce the results shown in the last line
of the above statement. Thus, what between the- vigorous
measures taken against the German submarines themselves
by the Admiralty, and the trade policy forced upon us by
Germany herself, the German submarine outrages have
brought a terrible -punishment upon their authors.
German Commerce down to 3 per cent.
It is perfectly tine that the above statement does not
cover a certain amount of German trade which is still
transacted with America through Holland and Scandinavia.
As, however, in July, 1915, the total imports into America
from Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and Holland were worth
no more than t771,000, it will be seen that even if as much
as twenty-five per cent. of this consisted of German -goods,
which is doubtful, the German trade with America has
become a negligible quantity.
The following is a fair statement of what the British
Navy has already done for German commerce
I Reduced to 4 per cont.
German trade with American
of normal.
Continent f ° •
Almost nil.
Asia
Nil.
Africa
Australasia
.. Nil.
I Still of considerable
Scandinavia
proportions.
and Holland j • •
Switzerland
.. Fairly large.
Taking all German markets together as they existed
before the war, it is doubtful whether Germany is now
transacting as much as three per cent. of the trade she
did in 1913.
Do not let us exaggerate. Not long ago in the world's
history nations contrived to exist with little or no foreign
trade, and without the scientific -resources now possessed
by mankind. Therefore Germany can hold out, although
besieged, as a poor country, if her people have spirit enough
to endure considerable privations. As long as Gerthan soil
is uninvaded Germany'can feed her people with poor fare by
a system of rationing under State control. As to military
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pplic-s, difficulties are enormous, hut probably not insurmountable.
Therefore, we must not expect an early termination of
the war because of the facts that I have stated in their
true perspective. But it remains true that Germany is
reduced to poverty.
If the enemy succeeded in her designs in the Near East
she would gain a new and most valuable door for trade.
1 believe it is in our power to take measures to make the
Balkans the grave of German hopes, serious as the present
position ,may appear from the point of view of the Allies.
Possessing the command of the seas, we can continue to
bridle Germany for an unlimited period of time. I sometimes wonder if there are any illusions on this point in the
mind of intelligent Germans. The enemy no doubt counts
upon protracting the war for a sufficiently long period
to make it impossible for the Allies to hold together. It
may be pointed out, however, that even if it .were as
likely as it is unlikely that German hopes on this head
would ever be gratified, Britain would still be in a position
to maintain the war single-handed, and to deprive Germany
of her mercantile marine and of the greater part of her
ommerc .
We Need not Raise the Siege
It is not merely that Britain could continue to deny
German commerce access to the valuable markets of the
Empire. Our ships could, at comparatively small cost,
continue to ride the seas rear after year, forbidding -the
German flag to appear upon the oceans, and compelling
Germany to trade through neutrals.. In these circumstances, whatever trade Germany could do would go
to enrich the neutral countries through which it would
have to be transacted, while those neutrals, in common.
with Britain, would enjoy such tremendous advantages
in competition with her as to keep Germ-any very poor.
All this makes for optimism, but it does not make for
the relaxing of any present effort. The departure of
Lord Kitchener for the eastern theatre of war, in which
his prestige is justly so high, opens a new chapter in the
history of our great ordeal. The powers of the nation
and of the Empire are growing, and will grow. They will
presently be employed more fully_ than has hitherto been
possible, and with a determination that. has grown, with
our. losses. That we have the time and the power thus
to exert increased strength we owe to the Navy.

The " Prisoners of War Orchestra." British, French, Belgian, and Russian soldier-musicians, prisoners interned at Quidlenburg,
Germany, who have formed themselves into an orchestra. The British 'cellist, Private F. V. Neal, Duke of Wellington's Regiment,
writes all the music for this unique and cosmopolitan orchestra.

Men who are Shaping the Destiny of the Balkans
attitude of Greece towards the European War,
THEalthough
professedly friendly to the Allies, has all
along been enigmatical. The Greek Court is strongly
under Hohenzollern influence, and certainly has failed to
stand by its treaty obligations with Serbia. In allowing
the allied troops to land at Salonika, doubtless the Hellenic
Power was influenced by consideration of the allied fleets.
A glance at the Greek coast will show exactly how vulnerable to naval bombardment is the birthplace of civilisation

in Europe. The Greek Army is a well-organised fighting
machine of between $oo,000 and 400,000 effectives, remodelled, within recent years, under the impetus of the
German Military League. The opening message of the
new Greek Premier, ➢I. Skouloudis to ➢I. Cambon, the
French Foreign Secretary, in which the former expressed
belief in the continuance of Greece's friendly relations with
the Entente Powers, seemed a hopeful augury that if Hellos
moved it would be on the side of the Allies.

King Peter of Serbia the soldier monarch of Crown Prince Paul of Serbia, the General Putnik, the indefatigable Commanderin-Chief of the Serbian Army,
valiant heir to an unhappy kingdom.
a Spartan race.

M. Pasitch, the Serbian Premier,
one of the great men of our heroic
Balkan Allies-

Col. Tivko Pavlovitch, the new Serbian Military Chief, in
charge during the illness of General Putnik.

M. Zaimis, ex-Greek Premier in succession
to M.Venizelos. M. Zaimis was succeeded in
turn by M. Skouloudis.

King Constantine of Greece, other—
wise known as " Tino," the Kaiser's
brother-in-law.

His Excellency C. L. des Graz,
British Minister in Serbia.

1
Sir Francis Elliot, G.C.V.O., K.C.M.G.,
British Minister at Athens, where he hrs
been in office since 1903.
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Serb a s Retreat before the Teutonic Onslaught
i

'

Surrounded by two great enemy Empires and a fratricidal kingdom, the Homeric stand of Serbia, fighting with the courage of despair,
is the grandest episode in the story of Armageddon. This photograph shows Serbians retreating to the south of Semendria, after
having destroyed the railway bridge of Ralia.

Serbian 120 mm. gun being rowed across the Lechnitza at Dobriz, on the eastern front, by means of a pontoon raft. A light pontoon
bridge for the passage of retreating troops has also been constructed. Although Serbia's position as a nation is now critical, the
Austro-Germans, with all their weight of numbers and artillery, might easily have failed without the aid of Bulgarian treachery.

Valiant Montenegro Stands or Falls with Serbia

Little is heard of Montenegro's part in the war, but since the beginning this little race of born warriors has ranged itself by Serbia's
side, and played a considerable and glorious part. The Montenegrin Army under King Nicholas numbers 30,000 men, well trained
and equ'pped. This photograph shows a troop of Montenegrins going into action.

King Nicholas has decided to combat the Austrians until the end, as he is well aware that the existence of Montenegro has ever been
threatened by the Dual Monarchy. His Army is mainly officered by Serbians. An idea of the operations in this remote corner of
Europe may be gathered from this striking photograph.
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The Allies Move on the Balkan Chess-board

French troops breaking camp at Salonika before leaving for the Serbian frontier to stem the Bulgarian invasion. A junction between
the French and British forces was effected at Phares ; and the allied line extended through Prilep to 8trumnitza.

General Sarrail, in command of the French Expeditionary Force, with Genera! Bai!loud, leaving the camp at Salonika for Serbia.

Busy scene at the quayside at Salonika, showing British troops and horses immediately after disembarking from a troopship.
Salonika, these days, is like a military camp, for, in addition to the allied troops, most of the male population are under arms. The
British camps are on the hill-sides outside the town.

Diverse Glimpses of the

ar in the

French torpedo-boat which has assisted in the landing of the
allied forces at Salonika. At the moment this photograph was
taken she was saluting a British warship.

Serbian soldiers bathing their tired feet. In order to counter the
Bulgarian move, infantrymen were compelled to make long forced
marches over difficult territory,

In memory of Bulgaria's first act of aggression. MonUment to
Serbian outpost at Strumenitza who were massacred by Bulgarian
brigands on Good Friday last.
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Chaos of a German Position in Eastern France

Impression of the interior of a fort in Eastern France which has
been retaken from the Germans by our ally. The casemates have
been torn out and all the subterranean shelters have been
disclosed to view by mine explosives.

S

The amazing destruction wrought on the emplacement of a huge
German gun. The solitary shell indicates the size of the cannon.

AVE in the case of Verdun, Toul, and one or two
such instances, the siege-gun shell and other devilish
inventions of the chemist have levelled fortifications
before them as hailstones level a field of corn. Few forts,
unless uniquely placed and protected by a large army
miles in advance, are able to withstand modern machinery.
The noteworthy photographs on this page show e':-actly
what destruction can be wrought on the most elaborately
constructed defence work by mine and shell explosion.
The scene of this chaos is a fort on the eastern frontier
of France, which has changed hands more than once to
the accompaniment of sanguinary strife beyond description.
Huge concrete blocks have been displaced and thrown
many yards from their original position by the force of
several explosions. Part of the havoc was, however,
wrought by the Germans before they were compelled to
retreat, but in the main the damage was done by French
shells and mines.

The remains of a.cupola axle. The entire pivot has been turned
upside down like so much matchboarding.

Like a coconut shell, the cupola steel emplacement was shattered
into small fragments.

Our Ally Batters Cupola Fort to Fragments

Once a mighty French fort in German hands, mining operations
have reduced it to chaos. One can gather the power of the
dynamite by the huge size of the stones hurled into the air,
contrasted with the figure of the French soldier.

This war more than any other has proved that elaborate defensive work is practically obsolete against modern explosives. The 11 in.
shell, the charge of dynamite can obliterate anything. The second photograph on this page shows the scrap-iron of a heavy cannon,
actually buried beneath the debris of the fallen fort. The last snapshot gives a general impression of the wrecked cupola emplacement.

Serbian Boy Fighters in the Forefront of Battle

When the complete history of the war is written, the magnificent
valour of every individual Serbian—man, woman, and child-v 11 be one of its outstanding features. A remarkable story is told
•n incident which took place during a recent German attack on

Patanks. All the inhabitants had fled before the hordes of
invaders, save a number of Serbian boys of about fifteen years of
age, who, barricaded behind a waggon in the main street.
continued to throw hand—grenades on the advancing enemy.

A Critical Moment : Mules hold up Munitions

The proverbial obstinacy of mules was well illustrated in the
British lines recently. During an action the reserve of ammunition
packed on the backs of two mules was needed. Though nine men
pulled, coaxed, and hit the mules in order to get them to cross a

bridge over a trench, they stubbornly refused to move Enemy
shrapnel shells were bursting around, for the German gunners had
marked the mules. The position became so perilous that the
soldiers unloaded the boxes and carried them into the firing-line.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR
VI. —The Lancashire Fusiliers
N April 25th.
1915, the 1st
Battalion of
the Lancashire
Fusiliers, being in
the frontiers of
Turkey, did deeds of
arms which neither
Froissart nor any
other writer could
praise too highly, and which, we are quite
sure, were finer than any done by Christian
knights in the fourteenth century. " It is
my firm conviction," said Sir Ian Hamilton
----and he was referring to these Lancashire
Fusiliers" that no finer feat of arms has
ever been achieved by the British soldier
----or any other soldier."
The beach in Gallipoli marked W on the
map was, of the five at which our men
landed, perhaps the most difficult to take.
It was just a stretch of sand about three
hundred and fifty yards long, and from
fifteen to forty yards wide, and behind it
were precipitous rocks, except in the
middle, where there were some sanddunes. Anyone who has been on the coasts
of Devon or Kent can picture the place
In the ordinary way one
quite easily.
could scramble up to the top of the
cliffs without much difficulty, but the
diabolical ingenuity of the German and
the Turk had turned the place into a
veritable death-trap for anyone trying to
do this in April, 1915.

O

Thrilling Gallipoli Landing
First of all a lot of barbed-wire was
cunningly arranged along the water's edge,
and hidden by the shallow water there was
some more, for the wily Turk had been
hard at work when the tide was low. ' Both
on the beach itself and under the Water his
German teacher had shown him how to lay
mines, and in holes in the cliffs machineguns had been cleverly hidden away, all
. arranged so that they could concentrate
their 'fire on the wire entanglements down
below. On the top of the cliffs trenches had
been dug, and in these were men with
machine-guns and rifles, while stilt higher
np the whole position was commanded by
some more guns. In front of these was
plenty of barbed-wire, and to complete
the situation the slope leading up to them
was quite free from cover.
A position of this kind was surely impregnable, if this word has any meaning,
"and most people would have left it at that.
Not so Sir Ian Hamilton. To carry ,out
the impossible task, for it really seemed
, nothing else, of landing on the beach and
seizing the cliffs above, he chose the
Lancashire Fusiliers. Let us see how they
went to work.
Overnight the battalion, led by Major
FL 0. Bishop, had jumped from their
transports into thirty-two little boats,
which were tied together, one behind the
otherin fonrs. Each four was fastened to a
picket-boat. At sea in the morning the
eight pick:et-boats steamed hard towards
the shore, five miles away, and as soon as
they reached shallow water they let go the
chains and turned back. The sailors in the
boats then took to their oars, and pulled
madly for the beach. Once there three
companies of the Fusiliers leapt out and

" When the Christian men were all over
and nothing tarried behind, and men
in the frontiers of Turkey, they greatly
rejoiced and desired greatly to do deeds of
arms."--FROISSART.
raced ashore, while another made for a
ledge of rock away to the left.
So far the Turks had made no sign, but
as soon ,as the men were on shore and
were tearing at the wire entanglements,
they were fired on from all sides, and one
long line of them was mown down just as if
a scythe had passed through them.
However, others came up, the warships
turned their guns on the Turks, the company on the left got to work with their
rifles, and the Fusiliers, having hacked
their war through the wire, formed up on
the beach—at least, those who were left
of them did—and then went for the
trenches above. Under their feet the
Turks exploded several mines, but this
only made the Lancashire men more
anxious than ever to get at them with the
bayonet.
Well, to cut a long story short, the
Fusiliers did the seemingly impossible. By
ten o'clock they had captured three lines of
Turkish trenches, and a little later they
joined hands with the men who had
landed on V Beach away to the right.
More infantry came ashore to back them
up, and the beach and the cliffs were
British soil. No wonder that Sir Ian
Hamilton said ; " It was to the complete

lack of the senses of danger or of fear
of this daring battalion that we owed our
astonishing success." Of the officers.
Captains Mainsell and Thomas, • and
several subalterns were killed.
Voting Three V.C.'s
No- doubt Sir Tan Hamilton thought, as
most of us do, that he ought to recommend
the whole battalion for the Victoria Cross,
and certainly every officer and man in the
three companies deserted it. But this
he could not do, so it was decided that
three crosses should be awarded to
them, and that the men themselves should
decide who should have them. They
selected Captain R. R. Willis, Sergeant. A.
Richards; and Private W. Keneally, and
these three men have the proud distinction of having signally distinguished
themselves among heroes. Their honour
is one of no-ordinary kind. In addition
to these honours, one or.two others were
given for gallantry on this day. Captain
Richard Haworth led fifty men against
some wire entanglements, and although
wounded, continued to encourage them on
until fresh troops arrived ; and Lieutenant
L. B. L. Seekham behaved in somewhat
similar fashion. The former was awarded
the D.S.O. ; the latter the Military Cross.
The regiment to which these heroes
belong was raised in 1688, and first saw'
service in Ireland and Portugal. In 1729
it helped to defend Gibraltar, and it
fought at Dettingen and at Fontenoy, and
assisted to defeat the Highlanders at

[Continued en page 325.

OFFICERS OF THE 12th BATTALION LANCASHIRE FUSILIERS.—Back row (left
to right) : Sec.-Lieut. E. B. Lord, Sec.-Lieut. W. N. Settle, Sec.-Lieut. W. J. C. Kendall,
Sec.-Lieut. E. A. Lunt, Sec.-Lieut. S. Warburton; Sec.-Lieut. S. V. Sutton, Lieut. J. G. K.
Farrar. Centre row (left to right) : Sec.-Lieut. E. E. Watson, Sec.-Lieut.- T. Newton,
Lieut. R. W. Morris, Sec.-Lieut. H. L. Billinton, Lieut. R. A. V. White, Lieut. S. M. W.
Sheppard, Sec.-Lieut. D. H. W. Rodda. Front row (left to right) : Capt. C. K. Milbourne,
Capt. D. E. Wilson, Major R. P. M. Nickols, Col. E. J. P. F. Macartney-Falgate, Capt.
and Adjutant J. F. E. Bowring, Capt. B. L. Farmer, Lieut. H. Caplan, R.A.M.C.
Seated on ground : Sec.-Lieut. H. C. B. Brundle, and Sec.-Lieut. R. Ramsbottom.
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Beauty Survives in Spite of "Frightfulness /9

Bridge completely wrecked by retreating Germans. Only the two piers, in a very dilapidated condition, are left standing. In the far
background is seen a wooden structure, hastily erected by the pursuing French for the passage of troops.

The reign of brute force sometimes completely faits to stop the tranquil beauty of French pastoral scenes. This photograph is evidence
of the singular charm of a scene somewhere in Eastern France, in spite of German devilry. The Huns destroyed the ancient bridge;
the force of the explosion broke the windows of the adjacent church, and set the bells clanging a funereal discord. When the French
troops arrived, the bells, still intact, echoed over the countryside as if happy to be restored again to France.
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" ALLONS, ENFANTS DE LA PATRIE!"--This amazing photograph gives a better idea of
the nature of siege warfare than any yet published. Taken during a French attack in Chant-ready to advance in support of their comrades. In the immediate foreground are other steelnagne, it shows the immense preparations involved in an assault on the enemy's position. In
the far -background a body ot French infantry have left the trenches, and are racing towards
helmeted French soldiers awaiting their turn, while in the centre ambulances stand in readinesa
to convey the inevitable load of wounded to the rc::•r,
and eturn with provibiOnS.

".No Finer Feat of Arms has ever been Achieved "

The splendid assault made by the 1st Lancashire Fusiliers on the shores of Gallipoli on April 25th, 1915. In face of shrapnel, machinegun, and rifle fire the Fusiliers waded ashore, surmounted the wire entanglements, and then stormed the Turks on the heights, and
captured three lines of trenches. This wonderful attack won for the 1st Lancashires three V.C.'s, which were awarded by vote.

(Continued from page 326.)
Culloden. For eight years the gallant
Wolfe was one of its officers. At Minden
the Fusiliers were one of the six immortal regiments which advanced to meet
the French cavalry, and so saved the day,
but at the cost of over three hundred
killed and wounded. Two days later, " at
their own request," the survivors returned
to duty, and they fought through the rest
of the Seven Years' War, and in America.
The Glory Won at Minden
With " Remember Minden," the Lancashire men routed the French in Holland,
and in 'Soo they served under Abercromby
in Egypt. For nine years they fought in
the Peninsular War, winning speciglory
at Maida and at Corunna, where they
covered the retreat. Twelve grenadiers
from this regiment carried the body of
Napoleon to its tomb at St. Helena, and
in 1838 the Duke of Wellington declared
it to be " the best and most distinguished"
of the many distinguished British regiments " which I have had the honour to
command." The Fusiliers fought in the
Crimean War, raising their " Minden yell "
at inkerman, and were • at Lunknow
during the Indian Mutiny. In ISOt they
were sent to protect the foreign interests
in Japan, and 'in 1899 they went, as part
of the amousl..aneashire Brigade, to South
Africa. They were, at the Tugela, and
took a leading part in storming Spires
Rop, their gallantry there winning high
praise from Sir Reelyers
At the beginning of the Great War the
zod Battalion left fen the front as part
of the 12th Brigade and the 4-th
This division, then. commanded by
General Snow, was not at Mons, but on tlm
-morning of Tuesday., August 250, ror,j,
tn- 'train, and at once
reached Le CO

marched out to protect the British retreat.
This it did with conspicuouh success, but
for some reason or other its work has not
received the attention it deserved. • The
Lancashire Fusiliers and their comrades
then fell back with the rest of the army
to the Meuse, and turned and fought their
way on the left of the line across the
Aisne.
When, in October, the British troops
were transferred nearer the - sea, the 4th
Division advanced from St. Omer towards
the River Lys, which the men reached
about the 16th, but they were still ten
or more miles from. Lille when the first
Battle of Ypres began.
Heroism of Private Lynn
In this battle the rzth Brigade was not
far from Armentieres, and there it teas
heavily attacked on the 20th. Its ad.vanced posts were driven in, Le Gheir w'as
occupied by the Germans, and the cavalry
were in danger of being surrounded,. A
counter-attack was planned, and this teas
led by the Fusiliers, whose " staunchness "
was commended by Sir John French.
The lost trenches were regained, and
many prisoners taken. Without adequate
reserves the Fusiliers and the rest of, the
corps presented a bold front to the enemy,
drove back constant attacks, and gave
valuable help to the cavalry ;`,110 were
holding the line on their left during the
remaining days of this most critical
battle.
Throughout January and. February the
Fusiliers kept to their trenches in the
mud of Flanders, and on February 150.
the billets at Le Bizet belonging to one of
their companies were set on fire by shells.
However, led by Sergeant-Major Ashworth, a party of them put out the fire,
although the glare enabled the Germans
to see them and to shell them all the time.

In the Battle of Neuve Chapelle the
Fusiliers, being in the Second Army, only
took a subsidiary part.
In the second Battle of Ypres the
Fusiliers were heavily engaged, although
not at first. On April 3othb their brigade
was brought up to relieve another on the
left of our line, and two days later they
had their first taste of gas, being driven
back by its -fumes a little way. Then it
was that Private John Lynn of this
battalion won the V.C. for one of the
great deeds of the Great War. Lynn,
who had already gained the D.C.M., was
in charge. of .a_machine-gun when--the
Germans Were advancing behind their
poison cloud. Although partly overcome,
he worked the gun for all he was worth,
and when he was unable to see the enemy
he lifted it to a higher position on the
parapet, where it continued to_ spit fire.
Eventually the attack was checked, but
Lynn died the next day. Fierce Assaults at Nrithia
To return to the 1st Battalion in
Gallipoli. As soon as a landing had been
secured, the 29th Division attacked the
village of Krithia, and did their part
gallantly, and at great cost won_ here
and there a few yards of ground.
This does not end the story of the doings
of the Fusiliers either in Gallipoli or
in Flanders ; far from it. We do not yet
know how the expedition to the Dardanelles will end, whether the Peninsula
will remain in British or Turkish hands,
but we do know that the name " Lancashire' Landing," giien to the bloodstained beach by Cape Hellos, will
perpetuate for ever one of the most
glorious deeds, not merely in the history
of the British Army, but in the longer
history of war.
A. W. Holland

Rapid

Recruiting : Khaki & Kilts within an Hour

Eighteen men who presented themselves at the headquarters of the London Scottish
and were examined, passed, and in uniform within an hour. Inset : The recruits
being measured for their kilts.

New type of physical drill devised by an instructor at Budbrooke Barracks. The
exercise compels deep breathing, and tends to strengthen and expand the chest.

The eighteen recruits, shown in the top photograph, in khaki and kilts an hour after applying at the London Scottish headquarters.
Every officer in this regiment has to be promoted from the ranks.
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Canada's Expert Bomb-throwers in France

L!eutenant in command of a grenade company of one of the Canadian
regiments at the front, with an assortment of bombs and grenades.

Canadian bombing officer with a case of hand-grenades in a firstline trench within a few yards of the Germans.

Arin officer in charge of a Canadian bombing party firing a rifle-grenade in Francs. Right Canadian officer about to hurl a hand-grenade.
in his belt are three bombs of a different type, with '° streamers " by which the aim is steadied,

Hammering the Huns in the West
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE
TH

AT will happen on the western front this winter
Winter has come on unusually early, and with
exceptional severity. Parts of the fighting zone
are already covered with snow. Reports from our own
trenches tell of heavy rains and deep Mud. There seems
every promise of a hard winter. Happily for us, our troops
are really prepared for bad weather this year. They wilt
have proper foot covering and ample shelter. There has
been time to drain trenches. We have learned by adversity.
ii; inter at the front is not the most enjoyable experience,
under the happiest conditions, and the soldier there deserves
all the comforts we can send him. But we have good
reason to expect that last vear's experiences of frost-bite,
misery, and illness from exposure will not be repeated.
Our own army in the west numbers about a million men.
France has several million men. -_finely organised and
equipped, in her fighting-line. The little Belgian force,
freshly armed and reorganised. holds its section. !What
are all these armies doing now
Our army has successfully repulsed the great German
counter-attacks which followed our advance at Loos. The
general public at home have little idea of the severity of
these- counter-attacks, or of the splendid stand all branches
1:,f. our army have made against them. Our losses in the
autumn operations have been considerable, if viewed by
themselves, but not considerable in relation to the nature of
the fighting. They leave our strength unaffected. The
BnitiSh army of the West is still the finest fighting force our
Empire has ever put in the field.

A.,V

Over a million and a half Frenchmen and Germans
fought. Close on three thousand hear y French guns cleared
the way for the advance. The Germans held their ground.
stubbornly. They used every possible means of slaughter.
One of their defensive plans was the building of steel
turrets at vital points, where a French forward movement
could be flanked and enfiladed. Each turret held a machinegun, worked by three men, and the men in some at least
of the turrets were locked in from the outside so that they
could not retreat and must fight until the end. The French
artillery overcame all these plans. Six million shells Were
hurled on the enemy from a fifteen-mile front. hundreds
of Germans subsequently taken prisoners were found to
have been driven insane by the fury of the gun fire.

A Matter of Life or Death
Mr. Alexander Powell, the famous- American war correspondent, who was over the field of battle, described it
as " barring the Marne, doubtless the greatest battle ever
fought, and the bloodiest." lie is loud in his praise of
the French artillery and the new French army. " I was
with the German army during its march through Belgium
into France," he writes. " I assert with all the eranhasis
that I can put into the assertion, that f consider the machine
which the French have so painstakingly built up during
the past year. better than the German war machine ever
has been. The destruction wrought by the French artillery
fire is beyond imagining."
The fighting around Champagne continues. Not many
days ago over a thousand German shells fell in Rheims-.
German Discontent Our New Ally
France and Germany are locked in the deadliest emhrace
There is something to be said for the policy of quietly on that field. Glory be to France and to her people !
holding our own during the winter, and much to be said in Every new _fact that I learn, every fresh visit to French
favour. of a continued and repeated offensive.
shores increases my pride and my affection for lour ally.
- The main argument for a further pause until the spring
France is not going to remain passive on the western
is that every week now strengthens the economic factors front this winter. Her policy now is one of steady. nitin our favour. Germany is mote and more feeling the ceasing offensive. She cannot do otherwise. it is a matter
pinch. The scarcity of food is general ; there have been of life or death for her to recover her on n territory, and
riots or attempts at riots in different places, and the internal to drive the invader out: Her industries are larigelv
difficulties of the German and Austrian peoples must grow arrested and her manhood absorbed. War has touched
Worse. Why not, it may be asked, give these troubles her far more than Britain. She is bound by every - argutime to develop, and leave the Germans, shut in as they are ment of prudence and common-sense to push on, at \chaton our side, to stew in their own juice
ever cost.
It is not conceivable that while our ally is
This policy would for the time save many lives. But the advancing we should be sitting still. For all these reasons
military and political arguments against it will be found, I I forecast an active winter campaign.
' believe. conclusive.
In the first case, an idle army always tends to become a
Beware a Premature Peace
demoralised army. I have on more than one occasion
There
is
vet
another
thing
that must be kept in mind.
borne the strongest testimony I can to the discipline and
splendid spirit of our men. If I could find more emphatic A peace forced on Germany solely by economic pressure.
language in which to praise them, I would use it. But with the German armies undefeated, would be disastrous
even the best soldiers do not improve when massed together for us, however good the terms we secured. We have to
for months, waiting. A regiment suffers in discipline as prove ourselves, without question, the better fighting men,
the result of a few weeks in a troopship. An army suffers and we have to prove it by routing the Germ ins in
even more from a long-continued pause. Discipline has the field, by driving them back, and by capturing or
been Marvellously maintained in our ranks in Flanders. destroying the remnants of some of their main army
corps.
But we must not test even the best soldier too much.
It is easy to imagine how German militarism would
France for a Great Gliersive
feel were it obliged to give way before hunger strikes,
A slack winter on the west would enable the enemy riots. and internal troubles in Germany and Austria.
to concentrate very strong forces in the Mediterranean, showed ourselves supreme in the field," the soldiers would
and to push through the Balkans in such numbers that say.
Our enemies could not touch us there. 'they
our position in the Dardanelles might well become impos- could only beat us by cutting off the food supplies of our
fsible. Activity on our part would, on the other hand, people." The German military spirit would be stronger
keep a large German force, including the pick of the German than ever, and would only wait to regather the economic
Army, on the defensive. And even if we thought of a forces of the land before reasserting
wholly quiet winter, our French allies have no such plan.
In discussing the developments for the winter, we cannot
France is maintaining to-day perhaps the most splendid altogether overlook the possibility of a fresh Gm-im4
offensive movement of the whole war in Champagne. The offensive in Flanders. The German plans up to two month:i
great advante there was made after tremendous prepara- ago were to drive the Russian armies back on a narrower,
tions, and was splendidly carried out. It is - one of the front, hold -them there with comparatively small forces.!
Misfortunes of a world war that the extent of the operations. and concentrate large armies on the west. That plan has'
makes it-difficult to bear adequately in mind all sides been . upset by the obstinacy of the Russians; who do not
of the campaigns. \Ve are always apt, and naturally so, know when they are beaten, and wh6 will persist in fighting
to allow what our own armies are doing to occupy the when the enemy think they ought to law down their arms.
main place in our attention.
Every day now adds to the renewed Russian strength.

The Last Phase in the Chapter of Patriotism

The aftermath, tragic yet glorious, of a deed of deliberate self-sacrifice. Though reputed to be stolid and stow-thinking, when roused
to action the Russian soldier, reckless of consequences, will face any odds and perform thrilling deeds of magnificent valour. Th.:
fallen Russians in this wonderful photograph (taken under fire) gave their lives in a desperate charge against German barbed-wire.

After the battle.

A grim scene in Champagne, suggestive of the many stricken fields of conflict throughout all the fighting areas of
the Great War. This " corner of a foreign field " over which the wave of war has passed, tells its tale of death and destruction. The
debris of arms and accoutrements, the bodies of the fallen soldiers, lie helter—skelter over the stricken landscape.

More About the Baltic Blockade

By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.

HE worst defect of the it
Russian Baltic Fleet, especially for
the raiding tactics which it has
,.;.o skilfully practised, is the absence of
small fast cruisers, With the torpedoing
I', the German cruiser L'ncline by a
marine in the Baltic we are reminded
that Germany has paid so heavy a toll
in fast small cruisers during fifteen months
f , E ss ar that the attempt to monopolise
commerce in the Baltic must necessarily
use up all her cruisers in the effort ; and
-s of itself would leave a battle-fleet
in her North Sea harbours shorn of its
necessary scouting ships, which are to it
more than whiskers are to a cat. Them
vu-ould, therefore, be no purpose whatsoever served in keeping the battle-fleet in
Wilhelmshaven save only to prevent an
invasion of Schleswig. It was probably
calculated that a new offensive in Serbia,
with Bulgaria thrown into the scales,
would require from Britain all her
i fectives not needed for drafts in France.
Consequently, and unfortunately, the
possible chance of an invasion of Schleswig
is held to be negligible, and not only is
th_rit region, in all probability, very lightly
.,:iinisoncd, but the " High Sea " Fleet
itself has moved to Kiel.
*
Our Absent submarines
This is confirmed by Mr. Asauith's
fiiierenee to Germany's Fleet as " locked
no in the Baltic, it dare not show its
-lace upon any sea where it can be not
ith and dealt with. - That Germany
veould have to move some of her Dreadr c, ughts to the Baltic at once was a
east I ventured in the article appearing
it: THE WAR ILLUSTRATED on May I iill,
ll hereas in 1914 Germany only used
,ca en old battleships there. To sum up,
he targets are all in the Baltic, and the
._rcutest maritime Power has only got
few submarines there. The mischief
it all is that we could declare a blockade

T

to-morrow on orthodox lines to satisfy
the most juridical of American diplomatic .
scribes if onk- we had a sullimency of
submarines in the Baltic.'
A Capital Error
It is openly seen both by the Agadir
crisis and by the course of the diplomatic
negotiations with Perlin in the early
part of 1913 that we should have to
range ourselves on the side of our present
Allies. Hoy,' then did it come about that
we did not make our plans beforehand
and send at least thirty of our submarines
while ace had the opportunity during
the fortnight's crisis before war ? One
answer is that we never think things
out unless we are forced to, as we were
in regard to the transport of an army to
France by the Agadir crisis. -When we
do think things out we can do as well
as any nation on earth.
"The Might Have Been"
Surely the problem was not a very
intricate one for a War Staff. A combination of the United Kingdom and
France presented an overwhelming number
of surface vessels as against Germany and
Austria. Consequently, it was highly
improbable that Germany would give
our submarines, of which we had roughly
a hundred, any chance of a target. Germany's commerce in the North Sea
would also be at an end. Her one chance
of getting supplies and essential war
materials, such. as SWedish non ores, lav
in 'the Baltic.
If the latter supplies were not in any
way interfered with, our blockade of
Germany would not be recognised by the
great emporium Of all fool and raw
materials the United States. To maintain the Scandinavian trade, and to
permit any reaching Russia, Germany
would hive her warships at sea in the
Baltic. She would also do this for the

strongest strategical reasons, advanced
by Von der Goltz in ht .»ay:,
fin:l
paSt, connected with the advance of
Gernfiin armies along the coast to Thga,
and to permit simikir operations on tin.
part of the Russians. There seas ,othin
abstruse about this, and it led riot to
a single conclusion that all the• targets
and most of the work for British submarines would lie in the 1 chic. I tare
already pointed Out the shallow thrtiths
of tile channels into the ftilfie and the
tortuous character of two ont
the
three channels. Tin' again lead its obvious
bearing on the issue. 0,ie conchiSiOn. and
one conclusion only, stali,d the War Stan
in the face, and it seas that of our huge
submarine flotilla, at the very least,
thirty ought to be passed into the Baltic
during the crisis, ready for eventualities.
The Invasion Bogey
We may put it dowa to a c<mc,atefiation
of circumstances, if we like to she England
which is famous for negligence,"'as Marlborough had it. We may say that 0-1,,
Cabinet shivered round a table too lon4
so that We only Oall_Ted the mobilisation
of the Navy on August and, 1914, or tw,
days before war. But even after war
was plenty of time, for the enemy's
defensive arrangements at the Sonnd wero
not very formidable for some time. Tor
myself I refuse to believe. until eyid,-2nee
is furnished to the contrary, that the War
Staff never considered tlit pre,b1cnn, ur
that they were blind to 1.1-fi. obvion.s
conclusion which Nelson would have comi.
to, I hark back to the old
British action, the ancient, ineiafilicable.
and mischievous belief in invasiem whirl:
has been a chimera reducing man'," a goad
statesman, soldier, and sailor t,) a c. ion
sive dotage. It is My belief that tha
submarines were retained as a CIefetma
agtiinst invasion, and on 1110Vrl
great opportunities of the war NV,1-•

Why the German " Eagles are Shy
By C G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
ROM various official sources, including the reports of Sir John French,
- it appears that during the past few
weeks the German aeroplane pilots have
taken to new tactics, for in sonic two
inmdred and forty aerial combats we hear
only four machines being brought
,X a in territory held by .British troops,
and of about a dozen which have been
finitely seen to fall behind the German

F

1.
Both British and French pilots of my
cquaintance confirm the fact indicated
t y these figures, that the German aeroplanes seldom come over the Allies" lines,
krxeept to dash in for a few miles, perhaps
I. spot an artillery position, or a concenfration of troops winch their heavy guns
wish to locate, and that when attacked
promptly bolt. Nosy this would,
1,,t first sight, appear to indicate without
ttrther
,
argument that, as a flaring poster
i7tformed us a few weeks ago, " The
mans are Whacked." Still, it is just
well not to hallo,'" till you are out of
Cae wood, and the wily Hun may be thus
i
in shoWing himself without laeitwhacked as he looks.
is no doubt whatever that
the average British or

in pluck and he always obeys orders.
Also he is, as a rule, quite as well mounted
as the Allies' pilots, and frequently better.
Therefore, there may be some other
reason than sheer funk which. keeps the
Hun on his own side of the lines.
Let us consider the question. I pointed
out sonic months ago that the absence of
German aircraft on the west front was
caused by the removal of Germany's
best machines and pilots to the east
front to control the German advance into
Russia. Thereafter, new types of German
aeroplanes appeared over the western
front. There was the famous Twotails," with his twin bodies and two or
three engines ; there were " Hans and
Fritz," two very big biplanes with
enormous engines : and there was " Wongwong," a big biplane with a single body,
but with two engines. These chaps-whose names were given them by the
Flying Corps people-used to fly up and
down behind or just over the German lines
and dare ou r people .o go and " strafe "
them.
Now, this was quite natural, because
they were expel iments and, naturally, the
Germans did not want to run any risk of
thcir newest expermental types falling

ready to take the risk of flying
the
German lines, and that in order t,
at the German aeroplanes they willchance
being hit by the
Archies,"--or antiaircraft guns. Consequently. it doubtle,
seemed to the Germans a good g-A1112 Van,
to entice the,British and French over
lines and then pot at them. In this cc i ;
they seem to have reckoned on reducing
the Allies' numbers so considerably as to
make it safer for their own aireratt
cross over to the Allies' territorv.
After that the Germans began to r-:alise
that the Allies' aero-engines arrt not so
reliable as the Germain motors, and so they
tools to running away from the Alifi's, so as
to induce them to come so far behind the
German lines that there i, a chance of
the engines giving out before they
get hack and this has certainly Isztpv.1.
in one or two cases.
As the result of all ti i. the little fast
British and French aeroplan'....s have to
take a triple risk—nanielv that of beit,42,.
brought down by engin:of being
brought down
" Arc,hie," and of being
shot down by ilea, t
German n-tachilwguns in their nex.w anti bigger type
zicropl:ale... And all the while the 6-ermans only
tie

More Men who have won Heroic Fame
PTAIN LIONEL W. B. REES was awarded the Military Cross for bringing down three German

CA aeroplanes although fighting at great odds. Captain Leonce Delphin, Royal Engineers, gained

the Military Cross for conspicuous energy in raising a labour corps of refugees and local people at
Bethune for the preparation of defences. He and his corps worked many weeks under shell fire.
Lieut. W. J. Symons, 7th Australian Imperial Force, gained the V.C. for gallantry in Lone Pine e
Trenches in Gallipoli. He held his trenches through several attacks, led a charge to retake a lost sap,
and under heavy fire built up a barricade. Sec.-Lieut. H. V. H. Throssell, loth Light Horse, Australian
Imperial Force, was awarded the V.C. for great bravery in action in Gallipoli.
Lieut. F. H. Tubb, 7th Australian Imperial Force, gained the V.C. for bravery at Lone Pine Trenches
in Gallipoli. Though twice wounded, he maintained his position under fierce bomb fire. Lieut. Geary,
East Surrey Regiment, was granted the V.C. for his heroism at Hill 6o. Continually rallying his
men, he successfully defended his position through a night, and was badly wounded. Private G. A. Rook,
znd Welsh Fusiliers, was awarded the Russian Medal of St. George. While endeavouring to obtain
information, a hand-to-hand fight took place, and he fought four Germans, killing two and wounding
one. Then, though badly injured, he carried a wounded comrade to safety under heavy fire.

Capt. L. W. B. REES,
Subadar SUNDAR SINGH, Maj. G. d. CHRISTIE, D.S.O.,
Princess Louise's Argyll and one of the British airmen
Indian Army, decorated with
awarded the Military Cross.
Sutherland Highlanders.
Indian D.S.M.

Capt. L. DELPHIN,
Royal Engineers, awarded
the Military Cross.

Lieut. W. J. SYMONS,
7th Australian Imperial Force,
decorated with the V.C.

Sec.-Lt. H. V. H. THROSSELL,
Lieut. F. H. TUBB,
Lieut. T. E. G. HAYWOOD,
10th Australian Light Horse, 7th Australian Imperial Force, R. West Kent Regt., granted
gained the V.C.
awarded the V.C.
the 1).5.0.

Lieut. S. H. LONG,
Royal Flying Corps; awarded
the Military Cross.

Lieut, E. H. HOPKINSON
2nd Cambridge Regt., granted
the Military Cross.

Lieut. B. H. SYMNS, Royal
Naval Reserve, gained the
D.S.O.

Pte. L. EVANS,
fed Royal Irish Fusiliers,
gained the D.C.M.

`Pte. G. A. ROOK,
211d Welsh Fusiliers, Russian
Medal of St. George.

Lieut. D. A. C. SYMINGTON
Royal Flying Corps, granted
the Military Cross,

Capt. S. d. ANDERSON,
5th Canadian Infantry,
awarded the D.S.O.

Lieut. GEARY,
East Surrey Regt., decorated
with the V.C.

Sec.-Lieut. H. S. SHIELD
Lieut. K. G. GILL,
Royal Flying Corps, awarded 1st Cambridge Regt., granted
the Military Cross.
the Military Cross.

Sergi. T. HARRISON,
115th Batt. R.F.A., awarded
the

Rifleman E. G. VINCENT,
London Irish Rifles, awarded
the D.C.M.

German ies circulated by the Cinema

This fantastic scene purports to be the timely entrance of brave Huns into an Alsatian home, where our French allies are indulging in
an orgy of wine and song. The picture, widely exhibited in Germany, doss not bear analysis. The :alleged French soldiers are'
wearing epaulettes, old caps, and white gaiters, which are not used to-day in the French Army.

The "

wicked Frenchmen" have been driven out of the Alsatian home. The beautiful girl rescued by the noble Hun is restored to her
tattt?r1 Her mother, attired in her best clothes for the occasion, effusively thanks the modest German knight, while all around stand
the soldier-deliverers, looking rather bored—and hoping the cinematograph film will come out all right!
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

HARD—PRESSED SERBS SHOULDER TO SHOULDER.—
Unique view of a Serbian trench, in the region of the Danube,
as seen through the aperture of a fort. The position is curiously
elevated, thereby making an enemy assault a matter of more than

Edited ti3,
3. A. liainin:rtoa

usual difficulty. Each man is at his post loading and unloaaing
his weapon as fast as is humanly possible, fighting with tii-e
courage of despair to save his Fatherland from Cie fats of
Belgium and the ignominy of Gorman rffle,

Th New Factors that ake for V ctory
\Is_ ,

By Oar War Correspondent, F A. McKENZIE

TE ...re bt grilling a nettCtripter in the history oi
5,,,,--a chapter full irr hojic and promise tor
treat _Britain. (- flanges have been initiated in the
conduct of the fighting.
First, the recruiting of our armies is being placed upon
a proper basis. 'the effect of Lord l) 'bra's scheme 'a ill
be to bring in the remainder of our \ firing men. ;Military
history shows one fact clear above ail others. The ideal
ll'dating man is between twenty and thirty years old, and
unmarried. front thirty to thirty-fife, the private soldier
does almost but not quite as well. After this ty-fn ch
evcry year is a handicap. There are, of i:ourso, largo
numbers of men iiiii forty who are more tit than other
men of twenty. "i'lley aye the exceptions.
Weioiling officers talk different
now (root \\ :hat they
did a month ago. Three young muu came to a recruiting
()Mee a day or two ago, looking for a soft, safe job. The
sneer glanced at them impatiently. - If you don't want
to count when we want you, go. away and play, - he said.
" In three weeks we will come and fall) VOil, YOit will
have no choice then 1 "
The Man Who Was Afraid
(,
,-tei 1
Another young man entered a recruiting office. IL' 1
ii Tined motor driving, and wished to be a transport drivel" We have all the motor-men we \vont," he was told;
" but we can put you right through to a crack fighting
corps." The young man hesitated. " I will be honest,"
he said. " I am afraid. I don't believe I could face the
fighting at the front." The recruiting officer rose from- his
chair and shook the young fellow by the hand.
You ate
- the braest man I've had here to-day," he said. " A
recruit who comes along and ovens up that Ile is afraid will
face anything. You take my word for it, the drill, the
discipline, and
' the companionship will make von forget the
fear when there is anything really to be afraid- of. I know
I have been through it. You can take my word for it ! "
That young man joined the fighting regiment.
The young, unmarried men who from now im. will form
the overwhelming majority of our recruits will be of ideal
age and circumstances. They will come into the fight when
the young manhood of our enemies is exhausted.
Next, the direction of the War is being tran sformed. i[he
establishment of a small \Var Council of the Cabinet, with
actual administrative powers, is a matter or even more
importance for soldiers than for politichms. About the
portical aspects of it I have nothing to soy. But it is
(Ail-vim-is, from a military imint of Vit-W, treat, rdiel-C 1( _',Iona.
have to be submitted to a Cabinet of twenty-two, the -vat
oust suffer, Campaigns arc not will ht debit hig societies.
The War Council alfords•a ready means for in
decision.
Lord Kitchener's Many Burdens
The \\ jar Council does rot stead alone. The reyivid of
. General Staff eofords a moons hr v. Inch; it i, W110kst-rategy of the war can be finny inch SVStenlatically worked
out, f have the most pr ofoand respect .try Lord Kilidiener,
and the greatest odnitration for the work lie has done.
But far too inuch Was eXpeeted of him to begin \vitim and
far too many tasks ford into his .rands. I
was given
the supreme direction of the military side of the war. 1k
was expected to he the (Lief strategist, the champion.
recruiter, the organiser of supplies, the producer of munitions,
the reconciler of labour: and a hundred other things as
well. Incidentally, he was expected to attend Cabinet
Councils, to make Parliamentary speeches and statements,
to review our armies- , imd to decide personally a. thousand
things daily, from a dispute over a shell contract to the
reconsideration of the sentence of a court-martial. The
amazing thing is that he did and is th-iitig So much so well.
'The revival of the General Staff is one part of the process
of dividing the iaintral work of the ',var. 'file Munition'.
Department now sees to armanienie ; Lord Derby has undertaken the burden of recruiting ; the General Staff ',Yin
see to strategy ; possibly a civilian colleague will relieve
Lord Kitchener of some of his purely Parliamentary wi-irk.
Hien Lord _Kitchener, maybe under the revived till- of
, I. orr,:- (tat
Commander-in-Chief, -will, if I dill ., 'La•

Inonths ahead ;he work w supreme direction
inspiration, leaving himself free to tackle great tasks.
The next great k
ge
the grathod formation of
Comicil of 'Wm, which yadl centralise the Mint ,.
ur the Allies. [hose of us rrho advocated this eft
aurae months ago were met by a stows? of ridicule.
yon think," we Were told so mew Ira impatiently, "
the tiovernments know lust a'- well as you do the
working together ? Du i i you think -that they 1-fi
been doing- this all the lime '' Well, they ha ven't I
The rata'. Lack of Co-ordination
\o -Ting i. more: oltvious to the student of '
first star of the War than the fact that time after
blot's on different fronts followed one another at irreLayler
intervals solely because the riled conmutuders were in stall
imperfect touch with each other that no arrangement's
had been made to strike simultancimsly. 1-t has been one
of the greatest sources of strengths to the Central niy.crs
that following the
Austrian defeats their entire
military direction has been centralised, and the Germarl.
\tistrian, and Turkish Armics have been moved as one
united force, What has happened with the Central Powt's
will now more and more happen with our men. The
. 1lied Council of War trill forin the focus where the differcm
1
schemes' of the different national
rn-chid
will be centralised, co-ordinated, unified, and synchronise
:Movements will be timed so that blows will be struck
simultaneously on every front. It will no longer he
possible for Germany to shift her armies so as to meet and
repel in turns different attacks on different frontiers.
The most threatening of our prospects still continues
to be from the East. 1 do not care to say more abon't
the prospects of some of the Alohanuriedan parts of
Empire at the present time save that they arc a sour. e
of potential anxiety. In the Near Fast we hose g,reatl .
strengthened our hands by despatching large numbers
of troops to Salonika. A month ago we could do nothing
save temporise with Greece, for our little force of
men beyond Salonika could have been wiped out by ttacks
of twelve times the number of Greeks. But to-day thiS
is no longer so
Greece Must Decide at Once
Tilo presence
Lord Kitchener in (,recce can mean
only one thing. We ;di knot that there is a party uralf r
the I lelleniu King which would not merely refuse to corrl'
Out (.-reeve's pledgYid troth to Serbia, but would
if.:tilar
begin hostilities against her old ally on the slightest excuse,
-Ionour. alliances, treaties, all count for nothing with
them. Some politicians and military men in Greece 11.:VC
Planned the most treacherous blow at the _Allies, `Jiffy
will not have the import un ji y 1,1 carry ou t thei r
How far the Greek Government is responsible for the
course of action remains hi he seen. \\'e can only fionct
that -the plans and plots have been hatched behind
backs, aruf Without the knowledge of the King rr3 14
:iilvistn-s. Kilt:hem-1 y ill ii, \c no doubt in the minds
o f the responiyibl,c , Greek st.liesmen about the choice betoro
then. Treachery \\ ill be followed by' the imniediatc oyorj-1
throw of Greece before the Central Powers can come b)
her help. The presence- or the pot\ erful British_ and French
fleets in the in ighbourhooti of the (.;leek Archipelago
should speak a language which (Wen the most obtuse
statesman it Athens i--art understand.
.As 1 write - I his the fate of Serbia hangs in the balance-,
lint the balance dips :iigainst her. Her armies have fought
with a magnifier-id iaourage difficult to overpraise. Should
it be too late to save her, or to save part of them at lettst„
We will have some reason for shame.
The pages in lie new chapter of the history of the -ar
dealing with the Balkans, and even with the Dardanelles,
may be dark, but the chapter as a whole will, I believe,
be 'origin. Our strength_ is growing that of our enemies
is beginning to lessen. The lighting before us trill, undoubtedly, be prolonged, and the different campaigns will,
have their ups mid downs. but already the signs of ultimate,
appearing- more and more clearly,

Soldiers First ! Nurses' Devotion on Sinking Ship

It is curious that so little publicity has been given to what is one
of the mast heroic episodes of the war. When a British transport was torpedoed in the jEgean Sea, the captain of a French
cruiser, who was instrumental in saving a number of lives from

the sinking vessel, relates that when his boats arrived on the
scene, thirty-six nurses refused to leave the wrecked transport.
They unanimousiy agreed that the fighting n:-:n should go first.
Ten of these unnamed heroines were drowned.

The liar Illa,:tra(cd, 2711I .:1ocer,r, 1915.
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Diverse Scenes near Britain's First-Line Trenches

British officers at the front with the new steel helmets, and
wearing the fur coats which have been served out for the winter.

Men of the London Scottish in the trenches. At lunch behind
a wall of sand-bags.

British soldiers, a number of them wounded, discussing events after an attack on a German position. The wounded are on their way to
the dressing station. Inset ; Enormous shell-hole in the floor of the Audience Chamber of the ruined Cloth:Hall,ypres.;

Stray Shocks of War in the Lull on Gallipoli

Dangerously near the official photographer, a Turkish high-explosive shell is seen bursting about fifteen yards away from the mule
tart. Inset : Remarkable snapshot of the destruction of an old
hulk that was a danger to navigation in the Dardanelles.

The rigours of campaigning in Gallipoli are forcibly brought home to us by this photograph of a Turkish trench. The undulating ground
and the coarse brushwood, which are characteristic of the whole Peninsula, go far to exnlain the perils of this arduous expedition.

Blond Beasts Surrender to Bold French Attack

French infantrymen about to search a dug-out in a section of a captured
German trench in Champagne.

Almost daily the French add to their huge army of German prisoners, who are quite happy in the knowledge that they have missed
the fate of " cannon fodder." Inset carcase of a horse thrown into a tree by the force of a bursting shell.

Towing a French Pontoon Bridge into Position

French military engineers on a long pontoon bridge that is being
towed up a river to its position. The bridge is practically
Completed, but it is in sections, which are connected when they
have been swung into the required position across the stream. Each

section consists of two long pontoons covered with floorings of
planks. When the ultimate destination is reached, the engineers
make the flooring more secure, after having lashed the sections
together. The men are wearing life-belts in case of accident-

f he War 11/aetratcci. 27th :V oecmbe , 1915.

Our Photographer with the Royal Flying Corps:

New recruits to the Royal Flying Corps going through
their initial course of drill. The second photograph
shows a cheery R.F.C. dinner-party in the open air.

record of the Royal Flying Corps, though
necessarily short by reason of the coritparatively recent inauguration of this service.'
s an admirable one. In the early days of -thi!
war, Britain's most critical hour, the pilots
the .R.F.C. distinguished themselves oYer
over again in reconnaissance, and earned tit
crateful approbation of Sir John French tchicE
has figured frequently in las reports,
.the latest despatches.
The units of this corps are almost exclusively
chilled mechanics, and their work for the Firil- ire
complete course of ill, ir
Yl'llerallly a le
trades in civilian life. The training is such 'ill, t
a man is made to feel self-reliant, so that any
detachment', flight squadron. or wing may be ,.1-tle
to operate on it, own initiative at any distaucti
front the base.
On joining the
the recruit is put ihrotticil
at course of drill, necessary to stimulate discipline'
at the headquarters, South Farnborough, and
thence. after further training in reserve at Airs. t
Park, he may be transferred straight aims to
a squadron at home or abroad, if he shows it°
requisite ability and interest in his work.
TIIE

Members, of the 11.F.C. at work on plane-building and sail-making. The third photograph on this page Shows the interior of an aer oengine erecting shop and a group of mechanics engaged in this engrossing work.

At the Headquarters of the Administrative Wing

Interior of the rigging shop, showing to the left a
single-seater biplane, and on the right a " parasol "
Bleriot monoplane.

The rank and file do not fly, their duties
mainly consisting in repairing aeroplanes,
engines, motor-transport, and other plant, such
work being of a,most responsible character, on
‘vhich the lives of their officers depend.
Owing to the fact that subordinate ranks of
the R.F.C. are, probably more frequently than in
any other unit, expected to carry out important
duties on their own responsibility high standard
to discipline and intelligence is demanded.
This branch of the Army is organised in what
are called wings, divided into squadrons, and
sub-divided into flights. An N.C.O. is made
answerable for the work of keeping each machine
in a flight thoroughly efficient.
A special section of the R.F.C. is rigging,
which opens up an entirely new trade. Recruits
for this work can be enlisted from fitters, joiners,
carpenters, pianoforte and organ builders, coachbuilders, turners, etc. Such recruits undergo an
exhaustive course of training oh the construction
of aeroplanes, varied by interesting lectures on
the duties and stresses to which each part of
he machine is subjected.

The other three photographs on this page show, respectively, engine fitters at work on a six-cylinder 123 h.-p. Bear -noro A.D.
aero-engine, repair lorry—carrying equipments of lathe, drill, emery tool-grinder, forge, etc., all electrically driven—and a convoy of
R.F.C. light Crossley waggons, which are extensively used in this corns.

Glimpses of our Little-Known War in E. Africa

Indian truons, advancing under cover of the hush, about to engage the
German forces,

Natives of the King's African Rifles collecting
wounded. An injured enemy soldier is seen bandaged.

Native porters of British East Africa carrying ammunition in the rear of an advancing column. This is the only means of getting
munitions into the firing-line. The thick bush makes wheeled transport an impossibility. Inset Indian mountain gun in action on
the East African veldt. These weapons, by reason of their mobility, have proved the most serviceable in this tropical environment.

Greeks on the Brink of the Arbitrament of War

General IVlauschopolis, Commander-in-Chief of the Grecian Army
stationed at Salonika.

The King of Greece and his Queen, who is a sister of the Kaiser,
lunching on a battlefield. This photograph was taken when
Greece and Serbia were fighting Bulgaria, in 1913.

Greek soldiers at the docks at Salonika, and (inset) mountain artillery. It is said that King Constantine's pro-Germanism is not due to
the Queen's influence, but to his own belief in the ultimate triumph of Kaiserism. The bulk of his people are pro-Allies,

Allied Infantry and Artillery for Balkan Fields

Since the Allies opened the new campaign in Balkania, the. French troops have made some notable gains against the Bulgarians. France,
though in need of every man to push on with her offensive in the west, realises how important it is to hold the Germans in the roar
East. This photograph shows French troops en route for Serbia.

British artillery drawn by four mules on the road to a Balkan battlefield. At a leisurely trot a pair-horsed Greek carriage is about to
pass the martial cortege on the right of the photographer.

Scenes a Salonika and along the Danube

Impression of part of the immense stores of corn and hay at the French base at Salonika. The huge piles of forage which are being
concentrated at this wharf give some indication of the extent of our ally's part in the Balkan campaign.

Entrenched along the Danube, these Serbian soldiers are in the act of repelling an Austro-German attempt to cross the waterway.
Fittingly. the Danube, one of the areatest rivers in Europe, is likely to play the greatest Dart in the European War.

•

SERBIA'S RACE AGAINST TIME. - The greatest obstacle to a rapid retreat is necessarily
heavy ordnance. One can well imagine the difficulties ot the Serbians dragging their heavy
guns over the undulating'graurnd- by means of oxen, the only reliable, if primitive; mode ot
transport in this theatre of operations. That their retreat, which was infinitely more

hazardous than that of the Russians, has so far been carried out without an overwhelming
disaster to the whole Army is remarkable. This illustration shows batteries of Serbia,.
field artillery on the heights, warding off the foe ensconced across the river, while their big
guns are on the way to a tit•w poOtion.

Extremes n Ordnance on the Alpine Heights

Th's monster weapon is a type of siege-gun largely used by our Italian ally in the Alpine theatre of war. It is in action against the Austrian
Fort Hermann. So weighty are the shells fired from this weapon that a special trolley is used to transport them from place to place.

Italian mitrailleuse gunners in action. This position is practically unassailable, and the fate of a troop of Austrian infantry coming within
range of this rFmitt weapon would be sealed. A member of the Red Cross sits complacently behind the two combatants.

Mr. Churchill's Apologia Examined
By Commander Cariyon Bellaire, R.N., M.P.

T

N. WINSTON- CHURCHILL (ILI not

deal, in his speech on November
i5th, with some of the malt
counts brought against Admiralty administration in this pag,c. These are 1..irii20.y
I. That the Navy, which was mobilised
as usual in July, 1914, was allowed to
demobilise dming a period of acute Cr'.
and only On 1110 night of Sunday, july
were steps taken to reassemblo t h,.L. ma i n
or First Fleet at Portland.
2. it was not until July 29th th.n.t. this
First Fleet put to sea, to go to its prearranged war base in the north, and a nev,admiral for the Grand Fleet arrived alter
war had broken out, the result being that
no hunt through the North Sea took place
to prevent hostile mining until after war
had broken out, though the declared
German policy was to mine the North
Sea prior to the dedaration of war.
Though we ourselves were the inventors of
blockade mines, and fitted many ships for
them, we did not lay any until two months
of War had gone by. The golden opportunity of mining the Heligoland Bight
was lost for ever.
Failure to Hold the Baltic
3. The failure to call out the reserves.
until Germany was committed to war 1, r
the incidental result of persuading that
country that we would not fight. (3 ide
White Paper.) On July 2 701 the Eu.s.-dan
Ambassador said that in Germany and
Austria it was believed that in any event
we would stand aside. On July 27th Sir
Edward Grey assured the - Austrian

Ambassador that " we should not think
of calling: up our reserves at this
moment.'')
d. The failure to send a large force
iibmilrincs, during the crisis, into the
Pahl° lost us our best chance of scoring.
Na sulml..-irines \vent to the Baltic until
war had been on SOM
5. lot a single enemy vessel abroad
" daring peace' time.
The Goeben and Breslau escaped through
gross mismanagement. and the advent of
Turkey and Bulgaria into the war is
directly traceable to this cause.
The points which Mr. Churchill did
attempt to deal with were Cradock's
active off Coronel,- the loss of the three
Bacchante cruisers, Antwerp, and the
Dardanelles, and in the absence of all
possibility of a reply, he unquestionably
presented a very clever case in which the
experts were tossed about like ninepins.
Cradock's Hopeless Action
To understand Mr. Churchill's responsibility one must remember that lie was
very specially the author of " the defence
of this island " theory, by which the
foreign stations wore denuded of ships.
The result was that all the German
cruisers were at large, and Cradock's
ships, as well as the three Bacchantes, to
whom were assimed the most dangerous
asks, were manned on the outbreak of
war -with the rusty Loyal Fleet Reserve
crows of mon who had left the Navy.
At Coronel it was these men, with
utterly inferior weapons, who were pitted

Major the Rt. Hon. Winston S. Churchill, riding with Sir John French. Entering
the Army in 1895, Major Churchill served with the Malakand Field Force in 1897. in
the Tirah Campaign, with the Nile Expeditionary Force, arid in South Africa.

the
;against the crack gunner,: ships
,
German Navy, winch had haen tr
for several years. Or. Churchil:'s
(-=)cs much
have -:c,ligh,
'the Australia, v,hich
the Scharnhorst and the Gneisenau, was
conveying 1.20C) raga to Samoa.
He biiasi.ed in 1912 that he ha
exec,
the Imperial agreemen€ to
two
lnyincibles to the P•Liciiic, and thereby
saved two ships to the building progri7imina
for the home station. In 19-14 he
the agreement to station nine Bristois
in the Pacific.
It was these very- ships which had
-ultimately to be sent out to capture, to
German cruisers, and which fought tlr
Battle off the Falkland, Islands.
What is Mr. Churchill's solution to
satisfy the public in regard to tires;;
deplorable events and the loss of the
three Bacchantes ? He wants to lav
papr.:,rs containing a selection of account'.
by the AdinMilty, or " a full account
from authentic telegrams by soim2
good naval writer." This is 'elaboritt-..
There arc two methods by which tligs
things have been probed M.
Ii
far the best is the method or na\ -..70 emir:martial. That is the system Mr. Churchill
nearly succeeded in abolishing. The oth..a
Parliamentary inquiry.
The Blunder of Antwerp—
Or, Churchill cleverly creatcd a confusion in the minds o his herrgrs
Illixnw up Lord Kitchener's
art-In-with the 2.2.i)0 Marines and civilian ban
Ile - threw into Antwerp. The Cominander-in-Chiel mentions the 2.20
Marines' arrival on October srd, ami
ignores the rest, including, Mr. Churchill.
altogether. The vile. Belgian appeal this
distinguished general mentions en'a,;
on October lth. to us to occupy Ghent..
and this was done by Lord Eitchener's
relief division (the 7th1, on Oct " o r oth.
He continues "All hopes of a iunctio:-.
under the guns of Ant‘vc, rp with tha main
bocly of the Frimco-British forcf.'s.
Cnncishcd (Oetobi.r 4t11).
. . it treat
was sti]I possible., but it w..is becorn .
to execute
This retreat was complete,:
6ila and 7th, rearguards
"t
cover the retreat of the 211d Divisix.,r, and
of the British contingent, which had VII.
Antwerp on the evening c, f October
Sth." There is not a wont to show
that the civilian force—many of wh i- m
might have become fine sohliars unde:prooer training' and organisation—were w.
the slightest use. Lord hitehenor's 7th
at Ghent, but it
Division did its
wimld puzzle any man to discover
,31r. Churchill's contingent succeeiic,:t
doing, except to cover the Koval N avy
with ridicule.
—And the Dardanelles
I now come to the Dardanelles_ whet Mr. Churchill reinforces his action by tit.,
advice of naval experts. The curious
point is that it never seems to have struck':
either the Cabinet or Mr. Churchill that
naval officers know very little indeed
operations against the shore and the efi -,cir
of their own guns on earthworksrconcealed positions, and that consequntiv
the final experts must be Roval Engineers
and Artillery °Moors. •

Scouts of the Fleet: Scenes aboard a Destroyer

The after-gun aboard a British torpedo-boat destroyer manned ;
and ready for action. inset : Tars polishing a torpedo.

British bluejackets asleep within hands-reach of duty. A scene aboard a British destroyer while it was patrolling the seas in search of
enemy craft. Sometimes for several days and nights the guardians of Britain's shores will not remove their clothes, snatching what
sleep they can on deck.

About to charge. Men of the new Canadian Contingent in training near Lake Ontario for the
battlefields of Flanders. Some are seen throwing hand-grenades.

bombs, which are exploded in
Rifle practice " under fire." A novel idea is the use of harmless
front of the trenches to accustom the men to the nerve-racking strain of explosions.

A lecture on trench-digging. Canadian officer in friendly confabulation with his men en the
Springing from the trenches. Canadian soldiers experience the exhilaration of a charge
construction of trenches, an art much modified by the lessons of the Great War.
These fine types of the Empire's manhood will soon be on their way to the front.
THE MAPLE LEAF IN TRAINING AT THE GREAT CAMP ON THE SHORES OF LAKE ONTARIO.
SONS OF

On War Service : Women of Britain Step into Line

Lord Kitchener's sister, Mrs. Frances Parker (on the extreme left), inspecting a
corps of Girl Guides, who have in many ways proved useful for war-time work.
Right : One of the uniformed girls employed as meter inspector by a gas company.

Lieut. Yates (on the right), of the Women's Reserve Ambulance Corps, who was sent,
semi-officially, to the Dardanelles as a motor-transport driver. Right : Volunteer
Corps members learning motoring so as to be of use to the Government.

The modern milkmaid clad in workmanlike uniform. Right : Members of the Women Signallers Territorial Corps learning signalling
wader an Army instructor. Lord Kitchener's sister is their commander-in-chief. Members of this and of the similar numerous
women's corps wear different styles of khaki uniforms.

HOW THE HORSE IS CARED FOR AT THE FRONT
The Magnificent Work being Done
in France for Britain's War - horses
By Colonel the Right Hon. MARK LOCKWOOD, C.W.O., M.P.
INCE the beginning of the age of chivalry, when first
knights spurred into battle, the horse has been
always associated with the romantic pageantry of
warfare. Until the last few months, to think of war was
to conjure up stirring visions of reckless cavalry charges,
of foam-flecked chargers " clothed with thunder," and to
imagine the thudding of hoofs, and the fierce shouts of
maddened men on no less maddened steeds. Of late the
Opinion seems to be held among civilians that horses are no
longer a very important factor in the success of a campaign ; this is a fallacy.

S

The Horse's Nameless Terror
Although it has been proved that motor traction can
replace the horse in many ways, it must be remembered
that good roads and country where the " going " is easy
are essential for motor-transport; and these conveniences,
of course, arc not always accessible at the front. Therefore,
in addition to cavalry—soon to play a greater part in this
war—thousands of horses are necessary for drawing guns,
ammunition waggons, ambulances, and for transporting
food and other essential supplies for the troops over bad
roads and broken country.
The foregoing is not written in advocacy of the use of
horses at the front, or of the extension of their present
spheres, for every animal lover will welcome the day—if
that day ever dawns—when it will no longer be imperative
to utilise and sacrifice horses on the field of battle. As circumstances are, however, horses are almost as necessary to
General Joffre, Sir John French, and the other leaders as
they. have been to every commander since the very earliest
campaigns, when horses were used to drag chariots and to
carry loads, and the time, of Xenophon, whose " Guide
for, a Cavalry ComMander" provides the first detailed
evidence of the existence of squadrons of horse-soldiers.
So, regrettable as it is, the war-horse must still know the
nameless terror of -the battlefield, and suffer, and be
maimed and killed for the benefit of Man. What, one
imagine the
wonders, does the horse think of it all
terror of the horse that once calmly delivered a shopman's
goods t in quiet suburban streets as, standing hitched
to a gun-carriage amid the wreck and ruin at the back
of the firing line, he hears above and all around him the
crash of bursting shells he starts, sets his curs back, and
trembles; in• his wondering eyes is the light of fear. He
knows nothing of duty, patriotism, glory, heroism, honour—
but he does know that he is in danger. At the crack of the
whip he gallops into the open, amid the smoke and fumes,
nearer the din of battle. Possibly he neighs wildly ; he
may even go temporarily mad, for chargers have been
known to fight fiercely with their teeth and hoofs. Then,
a sudden sharp pain, and he falls wounded ; or, a rending
pang, and he is dead.

" Horse First; Man Afterwards"
Although, unhappily, the time has not yet come when
horses are recognised as deserving of protection under the
Red Cross flag, AN-or-horses are at last coming into their
own ; for, with the splendid Army Veterinary Corps to look
after them, they are within sight of being more generously
treated by Authority. In all the many branches of the
Army there is no department that deserves more credit, or
shows more astonishing foresight in the preparation, alleviation of suffering, and general superintendence of the animal
than does the A.V.C. and the Remount Department.
From the beginning of the war until October 16th only,
the A.V.C. had, I believe, already treated no less than
27,000 horses, and succeeded in saying the lives of many
that would, even in times of peace, have been condemned as incurable. The horses are treated with as much

care and skill as arc shown to wounded soldiers, and are
given an anaesthetic before being operated upon by the
surgeons.
High tribute is also due to that splendid organisation;
the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,
Working under the supervision and at the •request of tin
War Office, the Society is rendering reliable relief to the
suffering animals. The R.S.P.C.A. has built many hospital
stables for thousands of horses at various points at the
front ; it has supplied motor-lorries and medicaments of all
descriptions, and all arc most satisfactory. in short, one
who inspected the horses in France would not observe a
single instance of neglect throughout the many thousands
that are being used.
In one of the healthiest parts of France the Convalescent
Horse Depot is established, and cotes an area of no less
than twenty miles. Here, under the careful supervision
of officers of the A.V.C., they run to grass in well-sheltered
paddocks, and so a large number of horses are saved, andsoon are well enough to return to active service.

The Starting of the A.V.C.
Prior to, and during the South African War„ there NA7
satisfactory organisation for the care of horses cut ac,
service. The experience of the South African campaign
showed clearly the disadvantages of the old system, and if:
too, the Army Veterinary Corps was established. In 11
new corps a complete personnel was appointe d. T1-.0
veterinary surgeons had the assistance of_ trained
commissioned officers and men to carry out, in en effici
manner, the work hitherto-attempted by the fa,,;ers. Ti e
commissioned officers of the corps are qualified veterinary
surgeons who have passed four years at a veterinary college
or university.
At the numerous places throughout Northern France
where the A.V.C. horse hospitals arc situated more hel o of
various kinds is needed. I can assure all those who Lave
subscribed in answer to the Duke of Portland's
un
behalf of the R.S.P.C.A. Fund that nothing co-Ad 1.): of
more benefit to hbrses at the front than this font, The
Society is the only one recognised and authorised by the
Army Council to collect funds for our horses
armies. Its aim is to augment the supply of lire se hos'
horse shelters, medical stores, hospital and stable
—such as rugs, woollen bandages, head collars. haiters—
and to provide horse-drawn ambulances and molarambulances, which are very badly wanted to convey from
railway stations horses kicked and lamed en route, and
horses not injured severely enough to necessitate their
being destroyed, but suffering from wounds that prevent
their walking from the station to the convalescent farms.
Motor-lorries are needed for the rapid conVeyance of fodder
from the base hospitals, where the stores are kept, to the
convalescent farms and hospitals miles away. With
the advent of winter, the horses will be unable to graze,
and so there will be more feeding to be done.
Until the time comes when the Red Cross of Geneva
protects human and animal combatants alike, we, who
have made laws to protect animals in peace time, must
take all care to protect them also in war time. The horses
of the British Army are an integral part of the BritiSh
Army itself, and the care which the soldiers give to their
horses shows that they value their co-operatiOn and their
friendship. We all want to help the men who are fighting for
their country's honour, and, having helped them to the best
of our ability, we roust
continue to see that their
horses are not neglected.

Some Phases in a Horse's Life at the Front

Hay being collected from an abandoned forage depot to be conveyed to an advanced position. The strictest economy is practised at the
base camps in France. Right : Motor mail—van collecting postal sacks at an outpost station.

Left : One of the many Army Veterinary Corps' hospitals in
France that have been built by the R.S.P.C.A. Above: Horse
being inoculated by an army veterinary surgeon. An operation
as necessary for animals as for men.

Cowboy, with one of the Canadian Contingents in France, finds his lasso as useful at the front as on the prairie. This photograph was
taken near Dieppe, where a number of the Canadians' horses were allowed to run to grass before their journey to the firing—line.

Are We Ready for the Great Air Raid
.

By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
WELL-INFORMED writer one
of the daily papers sends, irom
Holland a truly depressing story
of German activity in airship buikling.
He tells of " a score or more places in
Germany " where Zeppelins are beingbuilt. and goes on to explain that " as
fast as they can be built, there are being
turned out also dirigibles of the classes
bearing the names of Major Parses-at
and Professor Schintte." " Everywheri
they are working with nothing less than
teverish haste," he says.
It would be a good thing for thii
country if some of the men working on
aircraft and on anti-aircraft guns would.
do a little more of the " feverish haste "
business, for I know of a certain part
every aeroplane which is made by a firstLlass French workman in ant-thing between nine and twelve hours, wbereas
in this country the men are forbidden
by their fellow-" workers " to take less
than forty hours over the same job. In
another aeroplane factory the manager.
who is a personal friend of mine, asked his
men to speed up their work a bit, and the
leader of the men objected because, as
he put it, if they did so, " one man would
De doing the work of three." Wiicn, Mt'
friend pointed out that this was just what
the Navy and Army wanted, the men's
leader said, " Oh, there's no need to
hurry ! We're bound to win the war,
anyhow- "
The rest of Every Man
A very nice comfortable belief that.
and true enough, so long as every man
does his best, not only as a fighting man,
but as a workman. But if a man is: net
doing his best—as it is pretty clear the

A

men mentioned above are not—there is
no certainty of our ever winning the war
at all.
we can win Without doing our
best why work at all ? Why not just
sit with our hands im our pockets and
wait "fOr the Germans to beat themselves ?
That is not the German Way. The
Germans, you will note, " are working
with nothing less than feverish ha-to."
They know that now is their chance to
buil'l an air fleet big enough to damage
not only London. but all the big manufacturing CC titre-. where munitions are
being made. All these previous Zeppelin
r- i 1,, have merely been little scouting
operations to see what sort of reception
we are ready to give aerial invaders at
night, It has been admitted in the.
House of Commons that the reception has
been richer too kind—from our point of
view,
Tile Race Against Time
Also w e have been promised by the
Government that our gun and searchlight defences shad be improved, and they
are certainly being improved rapidIs.
The Germans know this, hence their
feverish haste to get a huge fleet of airships ready to attack this country before
we can get our big anti-aircraft itins
props•rly reads- to receive them.
1 he Zeppelin, of course, es-on-one
knows. The Schfitte-Lanz is a Vcry
similar ship, but more like a cigar in shape,
and made with a framework consisting
chiefly of wood instead of aluminium.
Each ship carries about as many bombs
as a Zeppelin, and as a class are, if anything, rather faster. The Parses-al is a
smaller ship. but is nearly as fast as a

IF His Majesty, in decorating 'Lance-Sergeant Brooks while lying
prostrate in the hospital train after his accident at the front,
accomplished an act of grace, which will further endear him to all
/ patriots. Though the King was suffering considerably from his

Zeppelin, and is easily capable of journeying from Germany to and back.
Those who have seen the " Silver Queen "
{.irship belonging to our Nov--whick
was bought from Germany some tw.,
VoarF, ago—know what a Parseval look-like, but the newer ships are much faster.
We Must Be Ready
In daylight a moilern aeroplane can
catch and destroy arry of these ships. an(1
if the Germans delay their promised 1)L;
rail until the spring—as they possibly
will do, so as to have a large numbeiof ship, reinly--our aaroplanes may catch
them in daylight bei'or,:' they get back
across the North Sea.
That is why men in aeroplane shops.
and men working on anti-aircraft guns,
and on ammunition for them. aild,0"
bombs for the aeroplanes, i,hould worli
with as much fe-vorish haste
any
German, if they want to save their ow,_
homes from destruction. We have seen
what one Zeppelin -at a time can do.
Think what twenty or more at a the,
could accomplish
And Sir Percy Scot ,:
cannot protect L011(1011 UDIt'SS the race
IlhaDr him have the necessary materials
which. to do their work.
Lieut. H. V. Bevis.—On page 237 of
our issue of 1\7°N-ember Ctli, included in
Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead," was
the name of Lieut. H. V. Bevis, Royal
Engineers. Ike name of this officer
appeared in the official list as haying been
gassed.. This was quite true, I ut he was
not killed. The gallant officer is nosy at
home in Southiii2a, on sick leave. W•-•
regret the error, and take the first opportunity to mitke this welcome correction.

fall, Lance-Sergeant Brooks was ushered into the Royal presence,
and His Majesty endeavoured to pin the V.C. to the heroic Coldstreamer's tunic, but was not strong enough to do so without assistance. The officer behind Lance-Sergeant Brooks is Sir 0:larles Cust.

Great Names o Britain on the Roll of Patriotism

Major Earl of STAIR,
Lt.-Col. Vis. RIDLEY,
Major Earl of LEITRIM,
2nd Scots Guards. Northumberland Fusiliers. 11th R. Innis. Fusiliers.

Lieut. Lord PETRE, Hon. Col. Earl of SEFTON, Lieut. Earl POULETT,
Coldstream Guards.
Lancashire Hussars.
Warwickshire R.H.A.
Dhtt

Capt. Lord O'HAGAN, Lt. Maro.of TWEEDDALE, Major Ld. WILLOUGHBY Capt. Vis. EBRINGTON, Major Lord HOWARD DE Lt.-Col. Ld. KENYON,
1st Life Guards.
Royal Horse Artillery.
DE BROKE, Yeomanry.
Royal Scots Greys.
WALDEN, Yeomanry.
Yeomanry.

Lt.-Coi. Earl of ORKNEY,
Staff.

Capt. Vis. NEWRY,
1st Life Guards.

Lord LOUGHBOROUGH, Temp. Maj. Earl of Lieut. Lord SOMERS,
2nd Lieut., Coldstreams. SHREWSBURY, Staff.
1st Life Guards.

Capt. Vis. SOUTH WELL, Lieut. Earl of ST GER- Viscount TORRINGTON.
Yeomanry.
MANS, Scots Greys.
19th Hussars.

Com. Vis. CURZON,
R.N.V.R.

Temp. Maj. Ld.PENRHYN.
1st Life Guards.

Lieut. Lord STANLEY, Lieut. Earl of KINGSTON,
Grenadier Guards.
Irish Guards. ( fro,rmrea

Hon. Col. Duke of MARL- Lt.-Col. Viscount PEEL, Capt. Lord SEAFIELD, Lt. Marq. of LINLITHGOW, Hn. Col. Ld. TREDEGAR, Lt.-Col. Marquis of SALTSBOROUGH, (ft.& Bks. L.I.
Beds. Yeomanry.
5th Cameron Highlndrs. Lothians & Border Horse.
Monmouth Regt.
BURY, Bedfordshire Regt.
killed in action.)

Lieut. Lord MINTO, Hn. Col. Duke of SUTHER- Lt. Earl of LISBURNF
1st Scots Guards. LAND, Seaforth Highlndrs.
Scots Guards.

ARMY DOGS' HEADQUARTERS.—French military dogs' " dug-outs " near the firinglines in the North of France. This animals' camp consists of terraced kennels cut in the
rocks, the entrances being built up solidly with boulders. These army does arc used by

the French chiefly for ambulance work and scouting. The Red Cross dogs are sent out to
help in finding wounded soldiers who may have crawled under cover and are unable to
attract the attention of the first-aid
The scout dogs accompany sentries on night duty.

